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The inscriptions recovered from the looted necropolis of Kom el-Khamaseen, located in southwest Saqqara and dated 
between the end of the Old Kingdom and the beginning of the First Intermediate Period, document a hitherto unknown high 
priest of Memphis: Imephor Impy Nikauptah. This character must be incorporated into our prosopographical repertoires 
and placed in his historical and cultural context. This provides a good opportunity to return to the issue of the Memphite 
pontificate during the third millennium B.C. as a whole. The aim of this article is therefore to offer, on the one hand, a 
systematic and updated overview of the subject by integrating the new data from Kom el-Khamaseen, drawing upon 
the complete sources, and critically reviewing the literature on the matter. On the other hand, it is also about providing 
a new reasoned chronological list and a prosopography of the Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom and the First 
Intermediate Period. 
Los sumos sacerdotes de Menfis durante el Reino Antiguo y el Primer Período Intermedio. Un estudio de actualización y una 
prosopografía
Las inscripciones recuperadas de la necrópolis saqueada de Kom el-Khamasin, situada en Saqqara suroeste y fechada 
entre finales del Reino Antiguo y comienzos del Primer Período Intermedio, documentan un sumo sacerdote de Menfis hasta 
ahora desconocido: Imephor Impy Nikauptah. Este personaje debe ser incorporado a nuestros repertorios prosopográficos y 
colocado en su contexto histórico y cultural. Esto constituye una buena ocasión para retomar la problemática del pontificado 
menfita durante el III milenio a.C. en su conjunto. El objetivo de este artículo es, pues, ofrecer, por un lado, un estado de 
la cuestión sistemático y actualizado, integrando los nuevos datos de Kom el-Khamasin, referenciando todas las fuentes 
y revisando críticamente la literatura sobre el tema. Por otro lado, se trata también de ofrecer una nueva lista cronológica 
razonada y una prosopografía de los sumos sacerdotes menfitas del Reino Antiguo y el Primer Período Intermedio. 
Keywords: Greatest of the directors of craftsmen, Memphite cults, Ptah, Saqqara, Sokar.
Palabras clave: Jefe de los directores de los artesanos, cultos menfitas, Ptah, Saqqara, Sokar.
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1 | A new Memphite high priest from Kom 
el-Khamaseen (South-West Saqqara) 
 Kom el-Khamaseen is a small and isolated 
necropolis located in the southwestern area of 
the Saqqara desert, 3 km to the west of the pyr-
amid of Djedkare Isesi, and dated to the end 
of the Old Kingdom and the beginning of the 
First Intermediate Period.1 Due to its isola-
tion, it has long been subject to robbery and 
looting. Following the latest and most com-
prehensive plunder, which took place in 1999, 
the Saqqara Inspectorate recovered a set of fif-
ty-seven limestone blocks or block fragments 
and five little granite fragments from the site, 
all of them with inscriptions or reliefs.
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 Two years before, in 1997, a team from the 
Institut d’Estudis del Pròxim Orient Antic of the 
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, led by the 
author, had conducted a survey on this hith-
erto unknown site2 and had documented in 
situ four limestone fragments also with inscrip-
tions and reliefs. No architectural structures or 
shafts were visible or detectable at that time, 
but only loose architectural materials scattered 
on the surface of the hill upon which the site 
lies, especially white limestone blocks of great 
dimensions (wall covering or angle blocks, lin-
tels, and jambs) and many pink granite frag-
ments. Neither white lime stone nor pink gran-
ite are materials existing naturally in the area 
of Saqqara, so they were obviously brought 
from outside (probably from Tura and certain-
ly from Aswan, respectively). Despite the re-
motness of the site, the communication with 
the valley is assured by the Wadi Tafla, which 
divides Saqqara into North and South, and by 
one of its tributaries. 
 In 2005‒2006, the author carried out a 
study of the materials recovered after the loot-
ing of 1999, stored in the El-Mohemat maga-
zine in Saqqara.3 Since 2009, several limestone 
blocks and block fragments and statuettes, all 
of them with inscriptions, have begun to ap-
pear on the antiquities market around the 
world.4 All the items for sale in the art galleries 
that we have been able to track have also been 
registered and examined by us, in some cases 
directly and in others through the information 
provided by the sellers on their web pages.5 
 The study of all this material has allowed 
us to know six of the characters buried in 
Kom el-Khamaseen. However, while five of 
them are recorded on only one document, the 
sixth character is recorded on twenty-five of 
the lime stone blocks or block fragments and 
on the five granite block fragments stored at 
El-Mohemat, as well as on all the limestone 
blocks or block fragments (twelve until now) 
and statuettes (ten until now) tracked in the 
antiquities market. To this list, a weight with 
the names of the character must be added, 
which was purchased by H. Brugsch in 1881 
from a merchant of antiquities in Saqqara and 
is now kept in the Ägyptisches Museum Ber-
lin.6 This proves that his tomb and, by exten-
sion, the necropolis have been the focus of 
robberies from long ago.
 Although we do not know the structure of 
the necropolis of Kom el-Khamaseen and the 
number, type, and size of its tombs, it is clear 
that the tomb of this character must have been 
one of the most remarkable in the site. A set 
of elongated and trapezoidal limestone blocks 
stored in the El-Mohemat magazine are in-
scribed with his names and titles on their pol-
ished, “interior”, face, arranged in two parallel 
lines that cross all of them in their width. These 
blocks formed the gable roof of an under-
ground chapel the walls of which were most 
likely lined with part of the limestone cover-
ing blocks also stored in the Saqqara maga-
zine or tracked in the art galleries, which are 
inscribed with his names and titles as well. A 
close parallel in space and dating of this type 
of chapel can perhaps be found in the two 
priests’ tombs of the late Sixth Dynasty which 
were recently discovered in the necropolis of 
2 Not mentioned in PM III2. 
3 Cervelló Autuori 2007.
4 On Egyptian antiquities on the market, see Alegre García 2012 (2020); Gill 2015 (in particular for Kom el-Khamaseen, see p. 71).
5 Cervelló Autuori 2016.
6 Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung-Berlin 8032. Brugsch 1891: 1451‒1452 # 82; Ägyptisches Museum 
Berlin 1967: 28 # 244; Cervelló Autuori 2016: 18, 26‒27, fig. 1.
Tabbet el-Gesh, south Saqqara, although with 
them the roof is flat and not gabled.7 Moreo-
ver, the aforementioned granite fragments 
also belonged to the tomb of this character, 
as their inscriptions clearly attest. As is well 
known, granite is a material reserved for spe-
cific uses in the royal funerary complexes and 
the wealthy tombs of the Memphite elite. In-
deed, the difficulty of quarrying, transporting, 
and working granite made it impossible to use 
it on a large scale in building construction.
 This remarkable tomb belongs to an enigmat-
ic character called Imephor Impy Nikauptah, 
who was a wr xrp(w) Hmwt, “greatest of the di-
rectors of craftsmen”, that is to say, a high 
priest of the temple of Ptah at Memphis. His 
tripartite name8 and different epigraphical, 
palaeographical, and archaeological data al-
low us to date him very late in the Old King-
dom and/or early in the First Intermediate 
Period (see Prosopography, [14]). Although 
he was already known by the aforementioned 
Berlin weight, the fact that the only title re-
corded there is that of sm, “sem-priest”, pre-
vented his identification as a greatest of the di-
rectors of craftsmen and his inclusion in the 
lists of the Memphite high priests. He partial-
ly fills the documentary gap between the end 
of the Old Kingdom and the beginning of the 
Middle Kingdom.9
 It seemed pertinent to me, therefore, to in-
corporate the new character in our prosopo-
graphical repertoires and place him in his his-
torical and cultural context. This led me to 
again examine the issue of the Memphite pon-
tificate during the third millennium B.C. as a 
whole. So far, the Memphite high priests of 
the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate 
Period have been the subject of two compre-
hensive studies and three lists, two of them in 
the form of synthetic prosopographies. The 
studies, now old, are due to Ch. Maystre and 
E. Freier. Maystre’s study is included in a gen-
eral prosopographical work about the Mem-
phite high priests throughout the history of 
Egypt, which remains the seminal work on this 
matter; it is actually his PhD thesis, defended 
in 1948 but only published in 1992, “sans mo-
difier l’ouvrage”. Freier’s article, on the oth-
er hand, is monographically devoted to the 
high priests of the Old Kingdom and was pub-
lished in 1976. The lists, more recent, are due to 
D. Wildung (1977), B. Porter and R.L.B. Moss 
(1981), and B.S. El-Sharkawy (2008).10 
 The aim of the present article is therefore 
to offer, on the one hand, a systematic and up-
dated overview by integrating the new data 
from Kom el-Khamaseen, quoting the com-
plete sources, and critically reviewing the lit-
erature on the matter. On the other hand, it is 
also about providing a new reasoned chrono-
logical list and a prosopography of the Mem-
phite high priests of the Old Kingdom and the 
First Intermediate Period. The article is there-
fore divided into two distinct parts: the study 
and the prosopography.
 In the references within the main text and 
in the notes, the words “above” and “below” 
followed by a number refer to a section of the 
article (which is divided into seven sections 
7 Dobrev, Laville and Onézime 2015: 115‒116, 118‒119, figs. 11‒14, 19‒23.
8 Vernus 1982: 322‒323; Vittmann 2013: 3; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 20.
9 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 71; Cervelló Autuori 2007: 81‒82.
10 Maystre 1992 [1948] (quotation p. xi); Freier 1976; Wildung 1977; PM III2: 916‒917; El-Sharkawy 2008. B.S. El-
Sharkawy has devoted to the history of the Memphite priesthood his unpublished M.A. dissertation: The Memphite 
Priesthood till the Beginning of the Ptolemaic Period [in Arabic] (Faculty of Arts, Ain-Shams University, 2003) (see El-
Sharkawy 2008: 39 n. 13). He has synthesized the results of his research into two broad articles in English, one of 
which is quoted above.
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followed by a section of conclusions); the 
numbers in brackets indicate the entries of the 
prosopography, and, when they are accompa-
nied by one lowercase letter or more, the let-
ters refer to the title sequences in the section 
“Titles” of those entries.
2 | The title  : reading and significance 
 As is well known, the title that identifies 
and defines the high priesthood of Memphis 
is wr xrp(w) Hmwt, “greatest of the directors of 
craftsmen”. We should start by putting it in 
the context of the full titulary of its holders.
 The titles of the high priests of Memphis of 
the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate 
Period can be classified into five categories, ac-
cording to the fields of activity to which they 
refer:
1) titles relating to the cult of the Memphite 
gods, mainly  Hm-nTr PtH,  Hm-nTr 
Zkr, or the administration of their sacred 
and profane places (temples, sanctuaries, 
offices, estates...);
2) titles relating to the cult of Re, associated 
with the solar temples of the Fifth Dynasty; 
3) titles relating to the funerary cult of the 
king, specifically associated with the pyra-
mids of Unis and Teti;
4) titles relating to the management of the 
craftsmen work, the category to which the 
defining title of the Memphite high priest-
hood belongs:  wr xrp(w) Hmwt 
(m prwy).
 Since the mid-Sixth Dynasty and the pon-
tificate of Sabu IV Tjety ([12]), titles of an-
other category were progressively added to 
the Memphite high priests titularies:
5) general cult titles, such as  sm and 
 Xry-Hbt (Hry-tp), the first of which 
will eventually become distinctive of the 
office.
 Besides all these functional titles, the 
Memphite high priests held some status or 
membership titles (the so-called honorific 
or ranking titles). The sole title of this kind 
they had until the mid-Sixth Dynasty was 
 mHnk nswt; after this date, the more 
general titles   HAty-a,  smr waty, and 
 iry-pat were significantly incorporated to 
their titularies. Let us look at all this in some 
detail.
 As already noted, the most important of all 
these titles is  wr xrp(w) Hmwt, “greatest 
of the directors of craftsmen”11 (hereafter ab-
breviated GDC), since it is the one that distin-
guishes the Memphite high priest par excel-
lence (our prosopography is based on it). It 
very often appears under the variant  
wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, “GDC in the Two 
Houses”,12 which connects the office to the 
central administration of the State, most like-
ly due to the movement of twofold division of 
the State institutions that took place at the be-
ginning of the Fifth Dynasty and mainly affect-
ed the offi ces related to the craftsmanship and 
the care of the king.13 
 The GDC title raises three main issues: its 
graphic-linguistic significance, the number of 
11 Jones 2000: 391‒395 # 1450‒1453, 1457‒1458; HL4: 359‒360. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 4‒13; 1949: 84; Freier 1976: 5‒8. All 
the interpretations and translations of the title up to 2008 in El-Sharkawy 2008: 36‒38 n. 4.
12 Jones 2000: 393‒394 # 1452‒1453; HL4: 360. Gardiner 1947, I: 39*; Freier 1976: 11‒12; Pfirsch 1994: 295‒296.
13 Baud 1999: 325. The phrase has sometimes been interpreted as a separate title (Sethe in Murray 1937: 12, “he who 
is in the two Houses”; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 35, “celui qui est dans la double maison”; Helck 1954: 105, without 
translation). However, even in cases where it might appear to be isolated ([6.b], [7.a]; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 231‒232 
# 6, 234 # 12; Cervelló Autuori 2016: 29‒30), this is due only to the fact that the combination with the preceding title 
is exceptional: Jones 2000: 50‒51 # 253, 450 # 1684, 572 # 2108.
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people in office, and its origins and the field of 
activity of its holders at first (civil or religious).
 As for the first issue, three basic patterns of 
interpretation of this opaque title have been 
proposed.
a)  wr is to be identified with the title hold-
er. The interpretations according to this 
pattern can be divided into two catego-
ries. To the first category belong the trans-
lations according to which the phrase re-
fers to two ranks of people: the title holder 
and his subordinates, or to a person and 
a field of activity: the title holder and the 
craftmanship. In the first case, some au-
thors prefer to link the second sign/term 
of the title spelling/phrase to the first and 
some others to the third. This has led to 
translations such as: “Oberster der Werk-
meister” (wr xrp(w) Hmwt), “grand maître/
chef de l’oeuvre” (our kherp ouba), “great 
leader of the artisans”, “supreme leader of 
handicraft” (wr xrp Hmwt), “greatest of ar-
tificers” (wr xrp(w) Hmt), “Grosser und Lei-
tender des Handwerks” (wr xrp Hmwt), 
“great inspector of the craftsmen” (wr xrp 
Hmwt), “great controller of craftsmen” (wr 
xrp Hmwt), and “great director of crafts-
men” (wr xrp Hmww).14 To the second cat-
egory of this pattern belongs the transla-
tion that has finally prevailed and we have 
adopted here: “greatest of the directors of 
craftsmen” (wr xrp(w) Hmwt), with possi-
ble slight variations according to the differ-
ent authors. This particular English trans-
lation is due to H.G. Fischer.15  According 
to him, each sign/term in the title refers to 
one of the three ranks of people related to 
crafts: the greatest, the leader, who holds 
the title; the directors, who are his imme-
diate subordinates or assistants;16 and the 
craftsmen, the common workers, as the 
specific indication of the field of activity 
concerned.17 Ch. Maystre, W. Helck, and 
D. Wildung translate the title in the same 
way: respectively, “grand des chefs des ar-
tisans”, “Grössten der Leiter der Handwer-
ker”, and “Obersten der Leiter der Handwer-
kerschaft”.18 
The most important objection made to this 
reading is that, while in the Old and Mid-
dle Kingdom the GDC title always shows 
its rigid three-sign spelling,19 from the New 
14 Respectively: Wb I: 329.12; III: 86.1; Pirenne 1932‒1935, I: 74, 218 n. 1; II: 552; Sethe in Murray 1937: 12; Sandman 
Holmberg 1946: 25, 50‒51; Gardiner 1947: 38*; Freier 1976: 7‒8; Eyre 1987: 26; Krejči 2000: 71; Strudwick 2005: 
304, 306‒309; and Raedler 2011: 135. As Maystre (1992 [1948]: 8) correctly points out, some of these translations are 
incorrect if we take them literally and not as free interpretations, since they seem to consider the adjective wr as the 
complement of the noun xrp, which is not possible because of the syntactic position of these words.
 15 Fischer 1966: 64 n. 27; 1976: 66‒67.
16 Fischer (1966: 64 n. 27) considers that xrp(w) is to be understood as a participle (“those who direct”) rather than a 
title in itself, since there is no single title *xrp Hmwt held by mid-ranking officials, as the authors who support the 
other interpretations of the GDC title had objected. There is a title xrp Hmwt (nbt), “director of (all) craftsmen” 
(see below, 5), but it is not held by mid-ranking officials, but by the GDC title holders themselves. Then, Fischer 
concludes, the participle xrp(w) should refer to officials who held titles such as imy-xt Hmwt, “under-supervisor of 
craftsmen” (see below, 6, and [9], Kinship; [11], Kinship), imy-rA Hmwt, “overseer of craftsmen” (Jones 2000: 179‒181 
# 680‒685), wr Hmwt, “greatest of craftsmen” (Jones 2000: 391 # 1446‒1447), and sHD Hmwt, “inspector of craftsmen” 
(Jones 2000: 945‒946 # 3484‒3487).
17 The word Hmwt should be understood as a collective name: Wb III: 85; AL 1977: 245 # 2694; HL4: 832.
18 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 4‒13; Helck 1954: 102; Wildung 1977: 1256.
19 P. Kaplony (1981: 250‒251, pl. 73.14) proposes to identify an alternative (and unique) spelling of the title on a seal 
impression from Giza with the Horus name of Niuserre (St-ib-tAwy); the sequence, badly preserved especially in its 
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Kingdom onwards some graphic variants 
with phonetic complements or determina-
tives appear and they never show the plural 
of xrp, unlike what happens with the second 
term of other wr titles. According to the au-
thors who support the other interpretations 
of the GDC title, their reading proposals 
save this problem. Fischer responds to this 
objection by refuting the alternative read-
ings as unconvincing (see below) and recall-
ing that there was always a strong tendency 
to preserve the old spellings.20
b)  wr is to be identified with the god Ptah. 
According to this pattern, two main read-
ings and translations have been proposed, 
one tripartite ‘holder‒craftsmen‒god’: 
“Leiter der Handwerker des Grossen” (xrp 
Hmwt Wr), due to H. Junker;21 and one bi-
partite ‘holder‒god’: “l’artisan du Très 
Puissant” (Hmww Wr sxm, lit. “craftsman of 
the Great of power”), due to H. De Meu-
lenaere.22 The latter is based on a Twen-
ty-sixth Dynasty text where Ptah is ad-
dressed as  .
 The main objections to this interpretation 
are due to Ch. Maystre and H.G. Fischer.23 
On the one hand, some New Kingdom com-
plemented writings of the title seem to con-
tradict it openly:  (var.  ),24 
where, if the first sign referred to the god, 
the indirect genitive would be redundant; 
and  ,25 where the plural wrw, clear-
ly alluding to various high priests, excludes 
the reference to the god. On the other hand, 
neither the term Wr, “Great One”, nor the 
epithet wr sxm, “great of power”, are ex-
clusive to Ptah. In the Old Kingdom, the 
first is a generic designation that can refer 
to many gods, including Ptah and the solar 
gods Atum and Re.26 The second, which is 
not among the epithets of Ptah,27 being the 
attestation quoted by De Meulenaere ex-
TdE92018
ceptional, can also exceptionally be attrib-
uted to other gods, such as Wepwawet.28 
c)  wr is to be identified with a kind of sceptre. 
This interpretation is due to D. Devauchelle.29 
He notes that the demotic spelling and read-
ing of the title of the Memphite high priest is 
wr Hmw(w) (phonetic sign wr + group 
Hmw(w)) and suggests that it could have been 
the same in earlier times. This leads him to 
read the original title as wr Hmww, the signs 
 being the spelling of a word wr, “scep-
tre-wer” (phonogram + logogram). The trans-
lation of the phrase would then be: “scep-
tre-our de l’artisan” or “sceptre-our de la 
corporation des artisans”, where wr should be 
understood in the same way as iwn or mdw in 
the titles iwn knmt and mdw rxyt: “support of 
kenemet” and “staff of the rekhyt-people”.
 The main objection that can be made to this 
interpretation is that, while there is no proof 
of the existence of a term wr with the suggest-
ed spelling and meaning, which would then 
be attested only in this title, many Old King-
dom titles consist of wr, “the greatest”, refer-
ring to the title holder as a chief or primus in-
ter pares, followed by a collective or plural 
noun in direct genitive referring to his sub-
ordinates or colleagues,30 among them wr 
mA(w) (Iwnw), “greatest of seers (of Heliopo-
lis)”, the title of the high priest of the sun god 
at Heliopolis.31 It does not seem appropriate, 
therefore, to interpret the Memphite title as 
an isolated case. It is worth noting that the re-
search on the title of the high priests of Mem-
phis and the high priests of Heliopolis have 
raised similar issues and generated similar 
controversies.32 Also for the heliopolitan ti-
tle, for example, a reading mA Wr (Iwnw), “he 
who sees the Great One (of Heliopolis)”, the 
Great One being the solar god, has been sug-
gested (by H. Junker himself,33 among oth-
ers). And in fact, both titles appeared in the 
Thinite Age (see below, 3) and most likely re-
spond to the same cultural-linguistic-graph-
ic conception. In both cases, two divinities 
are concerned: Ptah and Sokar for Memphis, 
and Re and Atum for Heliopolis; and in both 
cases, as we will see for Memphis (see below, 
4), one of the divinities, Sokar/Atum, seems 
to have a deeper relationship with the third 
element of the title (Hmwt, “the craftsmen”, 
and Iwnw, Heliopolis) than the other, Ptah/
final part, would consist of the signs xrp (S42), wr (G36), and a third sign that Kaplony identifies with Hmt (U25) and 
sees repeated thrice, in this precise order. Because of the epigraphic arrangement itself, however, this interpretation 
must be discarded: indeed, in the spelling of the GDC title, the xrp-sign never precedes the wr-sign, and the Hmt-sign 
never appear repeated thrice, as Kaplony himself admits. This opaque title should rather be read as H.G. Fischer does 
with similar titles starting by xrp wr: “great director of...” (Fischer 1966: 63; see also Jones 2000: 711 # 2591), being 
impossible to identify the final word or words due to the fragmentary state of the second part of the sequence.
20 De Meulenaere 1985: 263 n. 1; Fischer 1976: 64 n. 27.
21 Junker 1940: 28‒29.
22 De Meulenaere 1973: 183‒184; 1985: 263 n. 1. Roccati (1982: 106, 173‒176) adopts this translation.
23 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 7‒12; 1948: 452; Fischer 1976: 66‒67. See also Sandman Holmberg 1946: 50‒52; Freier 1976: 34.
24 Wb III: 86.4.
25 KRI II: 878.7. Inscription of prince Khaemwaset from the Serapeum: ... i smw wrw 
xrp(w) Hmwt saHw n(y) Hwt-PtH itw-nTr wabw Hrt..., “Oh semu-priests and greatest (chiefs, pl.) of the directors of 
craftsmen, dignitaries of the temple of Ptah, god’s fathers, wabu-priests of a tomb...”. De Meulenaere downplays 
this example by arguing that in the same sequence the plural of the title wab Hrt is written not with the three strokes 
behind wab but behind Hrt, and that “la façon dont l’égyptien exprime le pluriel des titres composés est d’ailleurs 
très variable”. Although the latter is true, the argument seems very weak, since the context and the spelling  
leave no room for doubt about the plurality of wrw.
26 Hornung 1982: 188‒196. Anthroponymy is quite eloquent in this regard: Old Kingdom proper names composed 
with wr- refer to several gods or their bAw or kA(w), especially Ptah, Re, and the generic nTr; see PN I: 80‒82; Scheele-
Schweitzer 2014: 326‒331.
 27 Sandman Holmberg 1946: 108‒114; Leitz 2002, III: 171‒179. Ptah is called (from the New Kingdom) PtH wr, “Ptah, 
the great” (Leitz 2002, III: 171‒172), but not only Wr (as a distinctive name) or wr sxm (with the exception of De 
Meulenaere’s attestation).
28 Urk. VII: 55.18 (tomb of Hapidjefa, Asyut, Twelfth Dynasty: title  ).
29 Devauchelle 1992.
30 wr ibH(yw), “greatest of dentists” (Jones 2000: 381 # 1412‒1413; HL4: 356); wr ibH(yw) zwnw, “greatest of dentists 
and doctors” (Jones 2000: 396‒397 # 1463); wr (n) mSa, “greatest/elder of the expedition/army” (Jones 2000: 387 # 
1431); wr 10 (Iwnw / aH / Hwt anx / Hwt wrt / ^maw), “greatest of the 10 (of Heliopolis / the ah-palace / the mansion 
of life / the great court / Upper Egypt)” (Jones 2000: 387‒389 # 1432‒1437; HL4: 357‒358); wr Hmwt, “greatest of 
craftsmen” (Jones 2000: 391 # 1446‒1447); wr zwnw, “greatest of doctors”, and compounds (Jones 2000: 396‒398 
# 1462, 1464‒1467; HL4: 360); wr 5 (pr +Hwty), “greatest of the 5 (in the temple of Thoth)” (Jones 2000: 398‒399 # 
1470‒1471; HL4: 360). The fact that the second term of these titles may be a number clearly indicates that a plurality 
is alluded to. As is usual in the epigraphic texts of the Old Kingdom, which tend to be very austere in the spelling 
of titles, this second term is almost always written with a single sign (or with a sign and its phonetic complement, 
as in the case of  var.  wr zwnw), without phonetic or semantic plural marks. This is what happens with the 
sign S42-xrp in the title of the Memphite high priests and the reason for its plural reading as xrp(w), “directors”, 
according to the first pattern of interpretation quoted above. The few cases in which the second term of these titles 
is explicitly written in the plural (for ex., Urk. I: 42.6:   ), clearly confirm the plural reading.
31 Jones 2000: 386‒387 # 1428‒1430; HL4: 356‒357.
32 For the title of the high priests of Heliopolis, see ultimately Nuzzolo and Krejči 2017: 366‒369, with further 
references.
33 Junker 1955: 106‒109.
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tion of the inscriptions on the stela, for exam-
ple, K. Sethe suggests some text restorations 
that are entirely hypothetical but mean that a 
certain preconception existed from the begin-
ning in relation to the historical interpretation 
of this monument.41 In this biography, we have 
a third and last attestation of the GDC title writ-
ten in the dual. A preserved fragmentary pas-
sage, in fact, reads: ...Zkr m ^T(y)t xt-nTr nb(t) irt 
nb(t) irrt wrwy xrp(w) Hmwt... (. .), “...
Sokar in the Shetjit-sanctuary, every divine ritu-
al and every duty regularly performed by the 
two greatest of the directors of craftsmen...”. 
Now, in two occasions the text reads: Wd w(i) 
Hm=f..., “His majesty appointed me...”, with 
the words that followed being lost. Sethe re-
constructs the continuation of the first of these 
two passages as: ...m wr xrp(w) Hmwt wa.k(w), 
“...as a greatest of the directors of craftsmen, I 
alone”, a sequence that does not appear in any 
of the other old editions of the text. Sethe does 
the same with another passage that begins: ...sk 
nfr-n wnn..., “while there has never been...”, 
and he completes: ...wr xrp(w) Hmwt wa(.w) Dr 
bAH, “...a greatest of the directors of craftsmen, 
he alone, from the beginning”. No reference to 
the uniqueness of the office is made in the pre-
served part of the inscription, and Sethe’s re-
constructions clearly make the text say more 
than it actually does. On the other hand, in 
two other preserved passages one can read: 
...sk nfr-n ir.t(w) mitt n wr xrp(w) Hmwt nb Hr 
hAww..., “...whereas never was the like done for 
any greatest of the directors of craftsmen in the 
time...”; and: ...sk nxt ib n Hm=f r xt nb(t) irrt 
im, “...while the heart of his majesty is strong-
er than anything usually done there”. This leads 
Ch. Maystre to conclude that the reform of the 
Memphite pontificate was the personal work 
of the king, probably Pepy I.42 However, al-
though it is true that the text constantly refers 
to the acts and wishes of the king, it is very dif-
ficult to know to what extent the phraseology is 
historical or archetypal, how far the royal inter-
vention went, and what the transformation of 
the office consisted of. There is no doubt, in any 
case, that there was a transformation, because 
from Sabu Tjety onwards any allusion to a dual-
ity of the office disappears forever and the titu-
lary of the GDC title holders undergoes impor-
tant changes, as we shall see.
 Regarding the origin of the GDC title, it 
has been claimed that, until Sabu Tjety, it was 
not a priestly title but the designation of a civ-
il function related to craft work in funerary 
monuments.43 Its holders led the craftsmen 
who worked the valuable white limestone com-
ing from Tura and produced the reliefs, ste-
lae, and statues of the royal and private tombs 
of the Old Kingdom Memphite necropolises, 
mainly Saqqara and Giza.44 The earliest attest-
ed wr xrp(w) Hmwt is Neferdjedptah ([1]), who 
lived at the end of the Second Dynasty (reign 
of Khasekhemuy) and perhaps the beginning 
of the Third. Thus, the emergence of the of-
fice seems to be related to the funerary build-
Re, who seems to be assuming the preroga-
tives of his partner as the Old Kingdom goes 
on.34 This is perhaps the reason why the ti-
tles do not refer to any particular god. The 
most likely linguistic-graphic structure of the 
two titles is therefore: ‘wr ‒ the holder as the 
leader + xrp(w)/mA(w) ‒ his pares or assistants 
(officials and officiants) + Hmwt/(Iwnw) ‒ the 
field/place of activity’.
3 | The title  : nature and origin of the 
institution concerned 
 Let us now turn to the second of the issues 
raised by the GDC title, which concerns the 
number of people simultaneously holding the 
office. It refers to whether the office of GDC was 
performed by a college of two or by a single per-
son. The oldest literary attestations of the GDC 
title are to be found in the inscriptions of the 
tomb that king Menkaure offered to the noble-
man Debehen in Giza35 and the false door ste-
la of king Sahure’s physician Niankhsekhmet 
from Saqqara.36 In these inscriptions, which 
concern the transport and carving of the Tura 
limestone and the manufacture of statues for 
the construction and decoration of the tombs of 
these individuals, the spelling of the GDC title 
is, in all cases, dual: unlike its spelling in non-lit-
erary contexts (titularies), here the determina-
tive of [MAN] (A1) is added, repeated twice: 
 wrwy xrp(w) Hmwt, “the two great-
est of the directors of craftsmen”. This proba-
bly means that, in origin, the supreme direction 
of craftsmen was collegial and was in the hands 
of two persons who exercised it simultaneously. 
If that was the case, perhaps the two-headed na-
ture of the office corresponded to the dualiza-
tion of the State institutions discussed above.37 
It is important to note, however, that no allusion 
at all is made to this possible collegiality of the 
office in the titularies of the GDC title holders of 
the period concerned (where the GDC title is al-
ways written in singular, by definition); indeed, 
the phrase  m prwy refers to the eventual di-
vision of the institutions, not necessarily to the 
collegiality of the offices, as the variants of some 
certainly non-collegial titles which include it, 
such as Xry-tp nswt m prwy, “king’s liegeman in 
the Two Houses”, and smsw iz(t) m prwy, “elder 
of the is(et)-chamber in the Two Houses”, clearly 
indicate.38 
 Be that as it may, sometime in the mid or late 
Sixth Dynasty the charge of GDC was exer-
cised by a singular character called Sabu Tjety 
([12]). Unfortunately, his false door stela, com-
ing from his tomb at Saqqara, is very fragmen-
tary and the text of his “biography” is only very 
partially preserved.39 From it, however, impor-
tant changes regarding the office of GDC can 
be deduced,40 which will be discussed here 
and recurrently in the next few pages. Here 
too, however, we must be cautious. In his edi-
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34 For Heliopolis, see Nuzzolo and Krejči 2017: 375‒376.
35 Urk. I: 18‒21; PM III2: 235‒236. Sandman Holmberg 1946: 52‒53; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 4‒5, 51‒53, 223‒225 # 1; 
Freier 1976: 9; Roccati 1982: 91‒93 # 15; Kloth 2002: 38‒39 # 84; Strudwick 2005: 271‒272 # 200; Stauder-Porchet 
2017: 76‒85.
36 Urk. I: 38; PM III2: 482‒483. Sandman Holmberg 1946: 52‒53; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 4‒5, 51‒53, 225‒226 # 2; Freier 
1976: 9; Roccati 1982: 96‒98 # 17; Kloth 2002: 21 # 40; Strudwick 2005: 302‒303 # 225; Stauder-Porchet 2017: 58‒62.
37 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 55‒56.
38 Jones 2000: 789‒790 # 2879; 899 # 3298; HL4: 1145.
39 For editions and translations of this text, see [12], Inscriptions.
40 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 61‒69; 1949: 87‒88; Freier 1976: 23‒24; El-Khadragy 2005: 192‒193.
41 Urk. I: 84‒85 # 6. See also, for example, Sandman Holmberg 1946: 52‒54; Maystre 1949: 87‒88. Even Strudwick 
(albeit cautiously: 2005: 309, 324 n. 35) and El-Khadragy (2005: 192), in their recent translations, follow Sethe’s 
edition and accept his text restorations.
42 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 65‒66; 1949: 87‒88. Freier (1976: 22‒26), in turn, sees the transformation of the office as a result 
of the close relationship between the GDC title holders and the king: the former were dedicated to their lord and the 
latter corresponded with special honors (see below and note 53).
43 Sandman Holmberg 1946: 50‒56; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 35‒37, 55‒56; 1949: 86‒87; Freier 1976: 6‒7, 32‒33; Wildung 
1977: 1256‒1257; Eyre 1987: 26; Quirke 2001: 106.
44 Sandman Holmberg 1946: 52‒55; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 51, 114 (were they responsible for the carving of the pyramid 
texts?), 223‒226; Freier 1976: 9.
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held the title as a craft title (“Handwerkerti-
tel”)—the oldest—, and those who held it as a 
priestly title (“Priestertitel”)—the latest, since 
Sabu Tjety—.48 However, this division seems 
too strict and can be misleading. It is true that 
the texts of Debehen and Niankhsekhmet do 
not refer to any priestly function of the GDC ti-
tle holders, but this is due to the fact that they 
are mentioned in passing, in short and some-
times fragmentary sentences, and in their exclu-
sive quality as directors of craftsmen, with the 
aim of emphasizing the participation of royal 
high officials in the construction and decora-
tion of the concerned tombs. To deduce from 
these sentences that the GDC title was original-
ly of an exclusively civil nature seems excessive. 
The same can be said of Sabu I, represented in 
a banquet scene before the king along with oth-
er dignitaries, in one of two registers reserved 
for craftsmen overseers. It is also true that the 
inscriptions of Khabausokar do not refer to the 
cults of Ptah and Sokar, but he was not a  
wr xrp(w) Hmwt, “greatest of the directors of 
craftsmen”, but a   xrp Hmwt iz(t), “director of 
craftsmen of the workroom?/(royal) tomb?”49 
(this is the reason why we have not included 
him in our prosopography), and he wears the 
sah-pectoral in his capacity as a priest of oth-
er cults, this badge being characteristic, but 
not exclusive, of the Memphite high priests.50 
Finally, Wildung considers that the original-
ly profane nature of the GDC title means that 
its holder does not have a prominent position 
and his rank is clearly lower than, for example, 
that of the high priest of Heliopolis.51 This is 
probably true, but not because of the alleged-
ly profane nature of the title. On the one hand, 
we must not forget the pre-eminence of the cult 
of Re in this time and its decisive impact on 
the royal funerary cult. However, on the other 
hand, the fact that Ptahshepses I, the first well-
known high priest of Ptah, took a king’s daugh-
ter as his wife ([2], Kinship)52 and the fact 
that two other high priests, Sabu Ibebi ([9.e]) 
and Ptahshepses Impy ([13.b]), held the title 
 imy-rA kAt nb(t) nt nswt, “overseer 
of all works of the king” (see below, 5), a charge 
reserved only for viziers and very high officials, 
are good indications of a relatively elevated, al-
beit highly specialized, position. Moreover, the 
biographical inscriptions of Ptahshepses I and 
Sabu Ibebi mention the participation of the 
GDC title holders in the festivals of royal acces-
sion,53 no doubt in their capacity as high priests 
of the gods of the State capital, as Wildung 
himself points out, although in reference to the 
high priests of his second group. Wildung also 
claims that with the assumption of priestly func-
ing activity of the kings of the Second Dynas-
ty in Saqqara, the necropolis of Memphis. The 
first and third kings of that Dynasty, Hotepse-
khemuy and Ninetjer, built their tombs south 
of what would later be the Step Pyramid com-
plex; although nothing remains of their super-
structures, the substructures consist of wide 
complexes of underground galleries, the largest 
funerary apartments excavated into the desert 
rock in Egypt so far. On the other hand, at the 
end of the Dynasty, a new and intense building 
activity seems to have taken place in Saqqara. 
Recently, two other complexes of underground 
galleries, albeit somewhat smaller, have been 
discovered a little south of the aforementioned 
royal tombs, under the New Kingdom tombs of 
Maya and Meryneith; the ink inscriptions men-
tioning Khasekhemuy found there prove that 
they are the tombs of two of his high officials 
or family members, or even, as has been sug-
gested very recently,45 the unfinished funerary 
complex (main and subsidiary tomb) of king 
Sekhemib, his possible immediate predeces-
sor, whose burial he would have taken care of. 
These galleries must have been associated with 
some kind of superstructure (already in stone 
or stone-cased?). Moreover, it seems that the 
Gisr al-Mudir, the monumental enclosure west 
of the Sekhemkhet pyramid complex already 
built of limestone blocks, should be definitive-
ly attributed to Khasekhemuy. This makes it 
the earliest known monumental stone structure 
in Egypt.46 This is the historical and archaeo-
logical context in which the office of GDC ap-
pears. The fact that the first holder of the title 
was called Neferdjedptah (Nfr-Dd-PtH, “Ptah is 
good and stable”), a theophoric name embed-
ding the name of Ptah, is certainly not without 
significance (see below, 6c).
 In the discussed inscriptions of Debehen 
and Niankhsekhmet, the GCD title holders ap-
pear only as directors of craftsmen and no men-
tion is made to any ritual function. The same 
goes for Sabu I ([3]), who, in the only docu-
ment identifying him as a GDC, is also record-
ed in his capacity as a craftsman. On the other 
hand, in the inscriptions of another well-known 
high official buried at Saqqara, Khabausokar, 
who lived at the end of the Third Dynasty and 
the beginning of the Fourth, had a title relat-
ed to the direction of craftsmen, and, in his im-
age, wears the sah-pectoral which is distinctive 
of the GDC title holders, there is no mention of 
the cults of Ptah and Sokar (despite the char-
acter’s name).47 These early monuments (ex-
cept Sabu’s, recently discovered) have led D. 
Wildung to classify the GDC title holders of 
the Old Kingdom in two groups: those who 
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45 Van Wetering 2018: 379‒381.
46 On the monuments of the Second Dynasty in Saqqara, see Regulski 2009; 2011; and, ultimately, Van Wetering 2018, 
with further references. In addition to those mentioned in the text, there are more unfinished royal monuments of 
the Second Dynasty in Saqqara: a “trench” and three deep shaft-like cuts, all of them south of the Step Pyramid 
complex, and a second big enclosure still to be investigated, the so-called “L-shaped” enclosure (Regulski 2009: 
226; Van Wetering 2018: 391). To this building and rock drilling activity should be added the manufacture and 
engraving of funerary stelae in limestone or, excepcionally, granite, in use in the different royal and elite cemeteries 
of the Second Dynasty of the Memphite region (Regulski 2010: 40‒42, with further references). A notable example 
is the only Thinite royal stela that has come down to us from the Memphite necropolises, the granite stela of Raneb, 
the second king of the Second Dynasty, today in the MMA in New York (accession no. 60.144); discovered at Mit 
Rahina, it undoubtedly comes from the king’s tomb, which must have been at Saqqara, close to (or even combined 
with) that of Hotepsekhemuy, judging by the seals of Raneb found in the latter’s galleries (Kahl 2007: 27, pl. 2; 
Regulski 2009: 223; Van Wetering 2018: 390).
47 Saqqara tomb S 3073. Mariette 1889: 71‒79 (A2); Murray 1905: 2‒3; Borchardt 1937: 44‒47 # 1385, pl. 10.1385; PM III2: 
449‒450 # 5; Kahl, Kloth and Zimmermann 1995: 186‒193 (D3/Sa/9). Maystre 1992 [1948]: 27‒31, 59, 119; Freier 1976: 8.
48 Wildung 1977: 1258.
49 Jones 2000: 731 # 2658; HL4: 973. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 59; Helck 1954: 103; Freier 1976: 8‒9, 24.
50 Murray 1937: 1‒2; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 27‒31; Bosse-Griffiths 1955: 62‒63; El-Sharkawy 2008: 22, 31 fig. A. Maystre 
(1992 [1948]: 59), based on the fact that both Khabausokar and the GDC title holders wear the sah-pectoral, 
wondered in 1948 if the office of GDC could be derived from that of xrp Hmwt iz(t) held by Khabausokar. When, 
in 1965, Lacau and Lauer published the ink inscriptions on stone vessels coming from the Step Pyramid, which 
included that of the wr xrp(w) Hmwt Neferdjedptah, dated to the end of the Second Dynasty and the beginning of 
the Third (see above and [1]), the issue was resolved.
51 Wildung 1977: 1257. Paradoxically, however, exactly the same has been said of the high priests of Heliopolis (Helck 
1954: 95‒98; Helck 1984: 69‒70; Quirke 2001: 105‒106) and a counter-argument similar to ours has recently been 
raised (Nuzzolo and Krejči 2017: 368).
52 Would the king have given his daughter as a wife to a mere director of craftsmen?
53 Mariette 1889: 112‒113, 412‒415; Urk. I: 51‒53 # 32 (see 52.8, 53.6); 81‒84 # 5 (see 81.9, 83.11). Freier 1976: 12, 23; 
Wildung 1997: 1257; Dorman 2002: 102; El-Khadragy 2005: 190. According to Freier (1976: 25‒26), it is clear from 
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tions the GDC title holders lose the craft sphere 
of activity. Again, there is no evidence that sup-
ports this claim, at least for the times we are deal-
ing with.54 On the contrary, as we have seen, the 
title we just referred to is held by Ptahshepses 
Impy ([13.b]), who is a high priest of Wildung’s 
second group, and clearly links its holder to 
building and craftsmanship; and another of the 
last high priests in our prosopopography, Ime-
phor Impy Nikauptah ([14]), already at the be-
ginning of the First Intermediate Period, was 
still able to manage the construction and deco-
ration of a remarkable tomb at Kom el-Khama-
seen, in the south-western area of Saqqara, us-
ing precious and external materials such as white 
limestone, probably from Tura, and pink gran-
ite from Aswan (see above, 1). According to Ch. 
Raedler, the “traditional role” of the Memphite 
high priests as responsible for the production of 
statues of the king and the gods still existed in 
the New Kingdom.55 
4 | The titles and titularies of the Memphite 
high priests: titles most closely linked to 
the GDC title 
 There are different reasons to suggest that 
the GDC title was related to priestly func-
tions from the very beginning. First of all, 
this is the title that identifies the high priests 
of Memphis par excellence and is systemati-
cally present in all their titularies: otherwise, 
it should be admitted that this high priest-
hood was not designated by any specific title 
at the beginning of its history, or even that it 
did not exist at all, which seems unlikely, espe-
cially in comparison with other contemporary 
high priesthoods, such as that of Heliopolis. 
A quick glance at our prosopography clearly 
shows that, in the titularies of the Memphite 
high priests of the Fifth and the first half of 
the Sixth Dynasties, the GDC title is inextrica-
bly accompanied by the titles  Hm-nTr PtH, 
“priest of Ptah”, and  Hm-nTr Zkr, “priest 
of Sokar”.56 In the monuments or sections of 
monuments belonging to the GDC title hold-
ers of this period where only a few defining ti-
tles are listed, these three titles are systemat-
ically present, always in the same order, as 
representing two complementary aspects of 
a single reality. However, the titles “priest of 
Ptah” and “priest of Sokar” were not exclu-
sive to the GDC title holders, but were held 
by all the high-ranking priests attached to the 
service of these gods. We can agree with Ch. 
Maystre that, in the period concerned, “il est 
vraisemblable que le grand des chefs des arti-
sans partage alors avec ces autres prophètes de 
Ptah au moins le service régulier du dieu”;57 
we can even take into consideration his sug-
gestion that these priests should be organized 
into phyles that would alternate in worship, as 
documented for the Ptolemaic period. But 
it seems unlikely that the cults of Ptah and 
Sokar lacked a principal officiant, or that this 
responsibility would be shared alternately by 
different people: as there was a high priest of 
the sun god from the beginning of Egyptian 
history,58 it is highly probable that there was 
a high priest of the Memphite cults. In this 
sense, very significantly, one of the GDC title 
holders of the Fifth Dynasty ([6.c]) bore the ti-
tle  wa m zH-nTr, “unique one of the sanc-
tuary”, which is exclusive to him and is only 
attested once:59 it obviously alludes to the 
uniqueness of the principal officiant of the cult 
in the sanctuary of the temple.
 On the other hand, as can also be seen 
from our prosopography, the GDC title is al-
most always followed by the epithet  
(varr. ,  ), which is exclusive to 
the GDC title holders.60 This epithet has been 
read and interpreted both, as n(y) hrw Hb, “be-
longing to the day of festival”61 and n(y) Hb Ra, 
“belonging to the festival of Re/the sun”.62 
In both cases, the ritual meaning of the epi-
thet is evident, and its close relationship to the 
GDC title speaks about the priestly dimen-
sion of the latter. Indeed, it would not make 
sense for an exclusively civil title to have a cul-
tual epithet. This close relationship is also the 
reason why we have retained here the first of 
the two interpretations proposed for the epi-
thet: it seems hard, indeed, that the defining 
epithet of the main title of the Memphite high 
priest refers to the cult of Re. Furthermore, 
Ch. Maystre, E. Freier, and M. El-Khadragy 
link this “festival of Re” to the titles related 
to the cult of Re and associated with the wor-
ship in the solar temples of the Fifth Dynasty 
held by Ptahshepses I and Sabu Ibebi (see be-
low, 5 and [2.c/d], [9.g]);63 however, the rela-
tionship between the epithet and these titles is 
indirect (the former is never listed along with 
the latter) and the titles in question occur only 
in the titularies of these two GDC title hold-
ers, while the sequence wr xrp(w) Hmwt (m 
prwy) + n(y) hrw Hb is present in the titularies 
of almost all the GDC title holders and forms 
a defining unit.64  
 On the other hand, the GDC title holders 
bear a prominent ritual title that is exclusive 
to them: that of  DbAty, “robing-priest”, 
which alludes to the ornament of the statue 
of the god during the daily service.65 Accord-
ing to E. Brovarski, this function is a prerog-
ative of the high priests of Memphis. The ti-
19
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the biographies of Ptahshepses I, Sabu Ibebi, and Sabu Tjeti that the GDC title holders were specially honored by 
the king and had a close relationship with him. The title Hry-sStA n nTr=f, “privy to the secrets of his god” (i.e. the 
king), which many of them hold, could be further evidence of this (Jones 2000: 632‒633 # 2316; HL4: 872; Maystre 
1992 [1948]: 44, n. 1; Helck 1954: 43; Freier 1976: 16), provided that nTr=f here actually refers to the king and not a 
god (in this case, Ptah or Sokar) (on this ambiguity, see Rydström 1994: 74; Windus-Staginsky 2006: 100). High 
rank, prestigious position, proximity to the king, and royal favor characterized the Memphite high priesthood also 
during the New Kingdom: Raedler 2011: 135‒136, 152‒153.
54 See in this respect Maystre 1992 [1948]: 35‒36.
55 Raedler 2011: 143.
56 Jones 2000: 515‒516 # 1928, 572‒573 # 2107‒2109; HL4: 804, 812. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 36‒42; Freier 1976: 16‒17.
57 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 36‒37, 40‒41; 1949: 87. See also Freier 1976: 17.
58 Kahl 2007: 49‒51; Cervelló Autuori 2011: 1128‒1129, 1132‒1133, fig. 1. On the doubts that have also been raised about 
the existence of a high priest of Heliopolis since the first dynasties and their refutation, see ultimately Nuzzolo and 
Krejči 2017: 366‒369 (see above, 2).
59 Wb III: 465.13; Jones 2000: 368 # 1359. See also Brovarski 1986: 390. According to Spencer (1984: 119), in the Old 
Kingdom the term zH-nTr “could always be used to describe the shrine of a god, the sanctuary of the temple in which 
the cult-image of the deity was kept”.
60 Wb III: 58.4; Jones 2000: 472‒473 # 1758; HL4: 360.
61 Gardiner 1947, I: 39*; Roccati 1982: 174‒175 (“attaché au jour de fête”); Strudwick 2005: 306‒308 # 228 (“on the day 
of the festival”).
62 Sandman Holmberg 1946: 125; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 45; Freier 1976: 11‒12; 44‒46; El-Khadragy 2005: 190‒191.
63 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 45; Freier 1976: 12‒13; El-Khadragy 2005: 190‒191.
64 A. Diego Espinel (personal communication) believes that the possibility that the epithet alludes to a festival of Re 
cannot be excluded. It could have derived, for example, from the commitment by the temple of Ptah to supply some 
festivals of Re, an activity which is documented in the Abusir papyri (Papazian 2010: 144‒151).
65 Wb V: 562.6; Jones 2000: 1010‒1011 # 3745; HL4: 1501. Helck 1954: 104; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 234‒235, 237; Brovarski 
1986: 390; Fischer 1997: 29 # 1609a, 1609b.
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double function—technical and ritual—of the 
GDC title holder. It is important to note, on 
the one hand, that Ptah and Sokar are associ-
ated with craftsmanship from the very begin-
ning, but on the other hand, that this associ-
ation is, in origin, stronger for Sokar than for 
Ptah.69 Regarding the latter, the Old Kingdom 
proper name Nihemutptah (N(y)-Hmwt-PtH), 
“craftsmanship belongs to Ptah” (or “Ptah 
belongs to craftsmanship”), speaks for it-
self,70 and recently it has been suggested that 
Ptah’s epithet rsy inb=f, “South-of-his-Wall”, 
recorded since the beginning of the Fifth Dy-
nasty, is related to him in his role as a patron 
of craftsmen.71 Nor should we forget that sev-
en of the fifteen GDC title holders, as well as 
other holders of craft titles since the earliest 
times,72 have a theophoric name embedding 
the name of Ptah, and four more of them have 
a name also related to Ptah in some way (see 
below, 6c). Regarding Sokar, he is explicit-
ly called a Hmww, “craftsman”, in the tomb of 
Tepemankh in Saqqara (Fifth Dynasty), and 
he is alluded to as it(y), “sovereign”, in a di-
alog between two metal workers in the tomb 
of Kaemrehu from Saqqara (Fifth Dynas-
ty).73 In the Pyramid Texts, he is referred to as 
a metal and stone worker.74 Be that as it may, 
one thing is also clear: in the sequence of ti-
tles  Hm-nTr PtH Hm-nTr Zkr, “priest of 
Ptah, priest of Sokar”, as well as in the dou-
ble title  Hm-nTr PtH Zkr, “priest of 
Ptah and Sokar”,75 held by only two GDC ti-
tle holders ([10.b], [11.f]), Ptah is always men-
tioned first, which is certainly an expression 
of some kind of primacy.
tle is present in their titularies since the second 
half of the Sixth Dynasty and disappears with 
the reform in Sabu Tjety’s time; in the title se-
quence, it is always placed immediately below 
or very close to the GDC title, which shows, 
again, the close relationship between them. 
Sabu Tjety replaces it with a title of equivalent 
meaning:  iry nfr-HAt m Xkr PtH, 
“keeper of the headdress in adorning (the stat-
ue of) Ptah”.66 
 Finally, we must not forget the fact that, ac-
cording to the Egyptian mind, the craftsman 
is a creator in cosmogonic terms: his activity is 
not merely technical, but has an essential ritu-
al-cosmogonic dimension, because it results 
in completing the creation. The transcendent 
nature of this activity is the reason for the as-
sociation of craftsmanship with the gods Ptah 
and Sokar from the very beginning, as we 
shall see, and is probably also related to the 
cosmogonic aspects of Ptah.67 The direction 
of craftsmen and the service to Ptah and Sokar 
must be understood as two complementary 
fields of activity of the Memphite high priests 
from the start. As we have seen (see above, 
3), Sabu Tjety says it very eloquently: ...xt-
nTr nb(t) irt nb(t) irrt wrwy xrp(w) Hmwt..., 
“...every divine ritual and every duty regular-
ly performed by the two greatest of the direc-
tors of craftsmen...”, referring to his predeces-
sors in office, that is, the oldest holders of the 
title. The opposition is not between civil and 
culti c functions, but between priestly-craft 
and priestly-ritual functions; it is the ora et 
labo ra, if we are allowed the license.68 In other 
words, the Memphite high priests would not 
have been directors of craftsmen if they had 
not been priests. The opposition civil/priestly 
responds more to the classification logic of the 
modern scientific method than to the Egyp-
tian integrative “Weltanschauung”.
 At this point, however, an important issue 
must be addressed. It is true that sometimes 
the origins of institutions are seen in exces-
sively teleological terms and that features of 
later and well-known times are projected to 
earlier and more obscure times and assumed 
as inherent to these institutions. In the sec-
ond and first millennium BC, the high priest-
hood of Memphis is clearly associated with 
Ptah. However, in the third millennium it is in-
extricably linked to both Ptah and Sokar. As 
we have seen, it is the craft and cosmogonic 
dimension of these gods that determines the 
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66 Jones 2000: 322 # 1184; HL4: 178 (jrj-nfr-HAt). Gardiner 1947, I: 41*; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 64, 66; Freier 1976: 17.
67 The oldest literary references to Ptah as a creator god date back to the Middle Kingdom (Coffin Texts), but they convey 
notions that are probably older (Sandman Holmberg 1946: 31‒56; Allen 1988: 38‒47; Vercoutter 1993: 70‒71, 82‒83; 
Bickel 1994: 137‒145). The name of the Tnnt-sanctuary (see note 71) and Old Kingdom proper names such as Ir.n-PtH, 
“he whom Ptah created”; Irw-kA-PtH, “the one created by the ka of Ptah”; anx-ir(y)-PtH, “may he who was created by 
Ptah live”; Wr-ir.n-PtH, “great is he whom Ptah created”, with phrases that only or preferably apply to Ptah (PN I: 39 # 
25, 40 # 22, 62 # 26, 80 # 21; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 252 # 396, 255 # 413, 292 # 673, 326 # 899; Begelsbacher-Fischer 
1981: 147‒150), could be evidence of this, as well as the name of a royal estate depicted in the funerary temple of Sahure 
at Abusir: anx-ir(y)-(Pt)H, “may he who was created by Ptah live”, referring to the king (Borchardt 1913: 105‒106, pl. 27; 
Begelsbacher-Fischer 1981: 145, 150). The female proper name Irt-¢nty-Tnnt, “the one created by Khentitjenenet” (PN 
I: 273 # 10; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 257 # 426; see note 91), combines all these mythical notions. The very name of 
the god has been related to the verbal root ptH, “to model”, “to create”, although this root does not seem to be attested 
before the New Kingdom (Wb I: 565.11; AL 1977: 141 # 1520; Vercoutter 1993: 71, n. 8).
68 J. Krejči (2000: 71), wondering why the GDC title appears so exceptionally in the titularies of the overseers of 
works (see above, 3, and below, 5), argues that the reason may have “to be looked for in the religious character of 
this title ‒ the great inspectors of the craftsmen may have seen themselves to be more priestly than civil dignitaries. 
Therefore, contrary to the position of the overseers of works, this office may have been more elevated above the 
everyday problems of the building and its logistics”.
69 In general, on the oldest evidence of the relationship between Ptah and especially Sokar with crafts and craftmen, 
see Sandman Holmberg 1946: 45‒63; Freier 1976: 26‒29.
70 PN II: 294 # 22; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 433 # 1630.
71 Eaton 2013. For the oldest attestations of this epithet, see Begelsbacher-Fischer 1981: 129. E. Freier (1976: 5‒7, 29) 
argues that there is no evidence of the existence of a temple of Ptah before the reign of Sahure; however, the figure 
of the god inside his shrine carved next to his name on a stone vessel from Tarkhan dated mid-First Dynasty (Petrie, 
Wainwright and Gardiner 1913: 12, 22, pls. 3.1, 37.24t; Sandman Holmberg 1946: 12, 65* fig. 1; Vercoutter 1993: 70; Kahl 
2002: 161) clearly indicates that already in the Thinite Age there existed a chapel or naos that contained a cult statue 
of the divinity, and, consequently, a place of worship; the image is the same, for example, as in Palermo Stone cases 
v.III.1 (Sahure ‒ here as a determinative of the name of the god Khentiautef, assimilated to Ptah; see below, 5, and 
note 91) and v.V.2 (Neferirkare ‒ here as a determinative of the name of Ptah himself), clearly associated to Memphis 
and the temple of Ptah (Sandman Holmberg 1946: 12, 65* fig. 2; Wilkinson 2000: 160‒161, 163‒164, 179‒180, fig. 3). 
On the other hand, the theonym ¢nty-Tnnt, “he who is in front of the tjenenet” (see below, 5, and note 91), and proper 
names such as anx-m-Tnnt, “he who lives in the tjenenet”, or KA(=i)-m-Tnnt, “my ka is in the tjenenet” (PN I: 64 # 10, 340 
# 1; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 297‒298 # 701, 701 # 3471), the tjenenet being most likely a Memphite sanctuary where 
the emerged (= Tnn) primeval hill—a concept that became associated with Ptah—would be worshipped (Sandman 
Holmberg 1946: 217‒218; Allen 1988: 41, 71 nn. 141, 142; Gourdon 2016: 103‒104, 107, 122‒123, 141‒143; Dulíková 2016: 
43), are other indirect indications of the existence of cult places in the Memphite area. H. Papazian (2010: 144) takes 
for granted the existence of the temple of Ptah since the Early Dynastic period.
72 This is the case, for example, with the overseer of sculptors (mDH gnwtyw) and vase-maker? (mDAty Ssw?) Pehenptah (PHn-
PtH: PN I: 136 # 1; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 360 # 1132), known from inscriptions carved on a stone vessel from the tomb 
of Peribsen at Umm el-Qaab (Abydos) and six stone vessels from the Step Pyramid in Saqqara, and dated at the end of the 
Second Dynasty: Amélineau 1905: 739, pl. 50.2; Lacau and Lauer 1959: 19 # 140‒145, pl. 25.140/145; Kaplony 1963, I: 526. 
For other examples from the Old Kingdom, see below, 6a/c/d, and [3], Monuments & documents).
73 PM III2: 483‒484 # 76; 485‒487 # 79; Borchardt 1937: 232‒235 # 1534 [p. 235], pl. 48.1534A.
74 PT 669, Pyr. 1968‒1969; Allen 2005: 266 (N 347). On the god Sokar as a goldsmith and metalworker, see Borrego 
Gallardo 2010: 379‒398.
75 Jones 2000: 516 (inside # 1928); HL4: 804. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 107‒108; Freier 1976: 17.
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columns of his stela where his titles are listed, 
which should be understood as separate se-
quences because the title smr waty is repeat-
ed in all three, start significantly with the titles 
HAty-a, Xry-Hbt Hry-tp, and sm, while the GDC 
title is the last in one column and the second 
to last in other column (only followed by its 
epithet n(y) hrw Hb) ([12.a/b/c]). As far as can 
be seen in the short or fragmentary inscrip-
tions of his probable second successor Ime-
phor Impy Nikauptah, the layout is the same 
([14.a/d/e])]; and the last character of our 
prosopography, Impy son of Ankhu, intro-
duces the title iry-pat and gives his titulary the 
meaningful order: iry-pat, HAty-a, sm, wr xrp(w) 
Hmwt ([15.a]).
 Another title closely linked from the be-
ginning to the GDC is  (var. .) mHnk 
nswt, “intimate of the king”,84 which is to be 
considered a status title. Linguistically, it con-
sists of a “bivalent” passive participle with di-
rect genitive agent: “the given of the king”, 
that is to say, “the given (to him) by the king”, 
“he (to whom) the king gives (something)”. 
According to Ch. Eyre,85 this could mean that 
the person holding it was a sort of pensioner 
of the king. This applied to both, craftsmen 
and king’s body-attendants (hairdressers and 
manicurists). This again stresses the close re-
lationship of the GDC title holder with the 
king and the central administration, as the ex-
ceptional variant of the title  mHnk 
nswt m prwy, “intimate of the king in the Two 
Houses”, also indicates (see above, 2, and 
[6.b]).86 It is undoubtedly this close relation-
ship that leads a high priest to proclaim him-
self  wr xrp(w) Hmwt n Wnis, GDC 
of Unis” ([9.b]).87 
5 | The titles and titularies of the Memphite 
high priests: other outstanding titles
 Let us discuss now some other titles of the 
titularies of the Memphite high priests follow-
ing the categories set out above (see above, 2).
 Among the titles related to the cult of the 
Memphite gods and the administration of 
their places are those of  wab PtH, “wab-
priest of Ptah”,88 always at the end of the tit-
ularies and therefore probably received at the 
beginning of the career; and   imy-rA 
pr Zkr, “overseer of the temple of Sokar”,89 a 
title of administrative nature closely related 
to that of GDC and therefore received with 
it. Other six meaningful titles almost90 exclu-
sive to the Memphite high priests are those 
related to the worship of certain entities that 
appear to be ancient independent deities of 
Memphis that eventually became manifes-
tations or hypostases of Ptah:  
Hm-nTr #nty-iAwt=f, “priest of Khentiau-
tef”;  Hm-nTr Imy-xnt-wr, “priest 
of Imikhentur”;   Hm-nTr #nty-
Tnnt, “priest of Khentitjenenet”;  Hm-
nTr +d-Sps, “priest of Djedshepes”;  
 All this does not mean, however, that two 
main periods cannot be distinguished in the 
history of the Memphite high priests of the 
Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate Pe-
riod. Indeed, since the pontificate of Sabu 
Tjety, in the second half of the Sixth Dynas-
ty ([12]), the titles “priest of Ptah”, “priest of 
Sokar”, and “priest of Ptah and Sokar” dis-
appear from their titularies.76 At the very end 
of the Old Kingdom or the beginning of the 
First Intermediate Period, the epithet “be-
longing to the day of festival” also disap-
pears ([14], [15]). This means that from now 
on the GDC title alone will represent both 
the craft and the ritual aspects of the charge. 
On the other hand, with Sabu Tjety the titles 
 sm, “sem-priest”,77 and  Xry-Hbt (Hry-
tp), “lector priest (in charge)”,78 are incorpo-
rated into the titularies of the Memphite high 
priests ([12] to [15]).79 From the Middle King-
dom onwards, the former will become one of 
their two distinctive titles, forming a doublet 
with the GDC title.80 This sem-priest must not 
be confused with the sem-attendants of the ti-
tle (var. ) xrp sm(w), “director of 
sem-attendants”, where the word sm(w) is al-
ways written with the sign  M21 (sometimes 
var. M20); while the former is a high-rank-
ing priest related to the daily divine service 
and funerary ritual, the latter are low-ranking 
auxiliary priests, as the etymology of the word 
sm(w), from the verb sm, “help”, “soccour”, 
seems to indicate; the title’s variant  xrp 
sm(w) Zkr, “director of the sem-attendants of 
Sokar” ([6.b]), shows that they were attached 
to the service of Sokar.81 This title also disap-
pears from the titularies of the Memphite high 
priests from Sabu Tjety onwards. Other titles 
that are also incorporated at this very moment 
are the status titles   HAty-a, “foremost”,   
smr waty, “sole friend”, and, shortly after,  
iry-pat, “member of the pat” (see below, 7c/d, 
and [12] to [15]).82 These titles, especially the 
first and the last, are placed at the beginning 
of the title sequences. As Ch. Maystre notes, 
the titulary tends to be inverted and, whether 
up to Sabu Tjety the titles seem to be present-
ed in order of greatest to least importance or, 
perhaps, in reverse order of acquisition, with 
the GDC title systematically at the start ([2] 
to [11]), from his pontificate, as far as the brief 
or fragmentary inscriptions allow us to appre-
ciate, the arrangement of the titulary seems to 
be the opposite.83 Indeed, the three preserved 
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76 They will reappear sporadically in the Middle Kingdom and then disappear for good: Lansing and Hayes 1933: 11, 
15, fig. 15; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 37, 41, 254 # 35.
77 Wb IV: 119.9; Jones 2000: 885 # 3241; HL4: 1119‒1120. Gardiner 1947, I: 39*‒41*; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 64‒66, 118; 
1949: 84‒86; Raedler 2011: 143‒147.
78 Wb III: 395.4‒9; Jones 2000: 781 # 2848, 784 # 2860; HL4: 1006‒1014. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 64‒66, 118; Brovarski 1986: 389.
79 It is noteworthy, however, that the title Xry-Hbt can be held by a son of the GDC title holder, who is in charge of his 
father’s funerary service; see below, 6b, and [9], Kinship.
80 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 14‒15.
81 Wb IV: 121.4/6; Jones 2000: 744‒745 # 2712‒2716 (but 2715 is a misreading), 885 # 3241; HL4: 1120. Maystre 1992 
[1948]: 14; 1949: 84‒86; Fischer 1964: 28; Freier 1976: 18‒19.
82 Wb II: 415.18/20, III: 25.10/12, IV: 138.11; Jones 2000: 315 # 1157, 496‒497 # 1858, 892 # 3268; HL4: 174‒177, 761‒765, 
1131‒1141. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 64‒66, 71‒73, 118; Bárta 2013a: 156‒157.
83 Maystre 1992 [1948]: 17‒20, 61‒64. Against Maystre, Freier (1976: 9‒10) considers that the order of titles in the 
titularies is rarely constant and that important titles are often repeated and appear immediately before the name; 
however, this may be true if we take the title lists as a whole, but if we consider the different independent sequences 
in which the titles are grouped in the monuments (so we have presented them in our prosopography), the trend 
towards similar arrangements becomes more evident and Maystre’s observation appears to be generally valid.
84 Wb II: 129.8; Jones 2000: 449 # 1681; HL4: 554‒555. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 19, 66; Helck 1954: 104; Freier 1976: 12, 15.
85 Eyre 1987: 30‒31. See also Freier 1976: 25; Gnirs 2000: 137‒138.
86 Jones 2000: 450 # 1684; HL4: 555. Freier 1976: 12.
87 Jones 2000: 392‒393 # 1451. Freier 1976: 23.
88 Jones 2000: 371 # 1374; HL4: 324. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 18‒19; Freier 1976: 19.
89 Jones 2000: 124‒125 # 496; HL4: 96. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 19, 37 n. 1, 40‒41, 62, 66; Freier 1976: 18.
90 Only one of these titles, that of Hm-nTr ¢nty-Tnnt, “priest of Khentitjenenet”, is also documented for two individuals 
who were not Memphite high priests: Hetepuni and Sefekhu, who date from the Sixth Dynasty and built their 
tombs at Abusir South: Dulíková 2016: 37‒39, figs. 1‒2.
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91 Wb I: 29.6, II: 182.7, III: 389.7, IV: 446.7, V: 627.6/7; Jones 2000: 504‒505 # 1890, 567 # 2091, 568 # 2093, 569 
# 2095, 571 # 2103, 587 # 2148; Leitz 2002, I: 248; V: 778, 819, 876; VI: 37; VII: 678‒680; HL4 1584, 1603, 1606, 
1614. Kees 1915; Sandman Holmberg 1946: 147‒150, 154‒166 # 6, 173‒176 # 8‒10, 217‒218; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
48‒49; Helck 1954: 121; Freier 1976: 20‒21; Baines 1988; Wilkinson 2000: 160‒161, 163‒164, fig. 3; Dorman 2002: 
106; El-Khadragy 2005: 189; Dulíková 2016. Several Old Kingdom proper names are theophoric with the name 
of Khentitjenenet, who stands out above the other entities perhaps due to the fact that he was associated with 
a sanctuary (see notes 67, 71): WAS-kA-#nty-Tnnt, “powerful is the ka of Khentitjenenet” (PN I: 417 # 17; Scheele-
Schweitzer 2014: 317 # 819; N(y)-#nty-Tnnt, “the one belonging to Khentitjenenet” (Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 434 # 
1643); ¡m-#nty-Tnnt, “servant of Khentitjenenet” (PN II: 305 # 17; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 540 # 2410) (Dulíková 
2016: 40‒43). The name of Khentitjenenet also occurs within the names of funerary domains or estates dated to 
the end of the Fifth Dynasty and the beginning of the Sixth (Dulíková 2016: 41). The name of Khentiautef appears 
in a case of the Palermo Stone corresponding to the reign of Sahure (v.III.1) determined with the image of Ptah 
in his shrine, which clearly implies that at this time he was considered a manifestation of the latter; according to 
Wilkinson (2000: 163‒164), quoting the Wb (I: 29.5/6), the name #nty-iAwt=f means “foremost of his iAwt”, with the 
iAwt probably being cultic objects, which again implies the existence of places of worship (see note 71).
92 According to Baines (1988: 127‒129), the distribution of the names of these divinities by pairs in the inscriptions 
of these two mastabas is almost the same than in a list of deities carved by Sety I in his temple at Abydos over a 
millennium later (Kees 1915) and this could mean that in all cases the same more or less fixed onomastic tradition 
was resorted to; whether or not Ptahshepses and Sabu actually exercise these ritual offices, it is clear that they 
claim them in their capacity as high priests of Ptah (see also Kloth 2002: 258‒259). Let us add, if anything, that the 
possibility that the onomastic tradition attested at Abydos was established precisely by the Memphite high priests 
of the Old Kingdom cannot be ruled out. In any case, the existence of wab-priests of Khentitjenenet and Djedshepes 
(HL4: 325) indicates that, regardless of the role of the high priests, these gods were actually worshipped.
93 Jones 2000: 534‒535 # 1997, 537 # 2003, 538 # 2006; HL4: 807‒808. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 44‒45; Freier 1967: 21; El-
Khadragy 2005: 190‒191; Nuzzolo and Krejči 2017: 368‒369. According to Papazian (2010: 144‒151), the connection 
between the temple of Ptah and the funerary and solar temples of the kings during the Fifth Dynasty is well attested, 
both in economic and religious terms.
94 Jones 2000: 289‒290 # 1054, 292 # 1066. It has been suggested that the role of the GDC title holders in the royal 
funerary services could be related to the adornment of cult statues of kings: Helck 1957: 97‒98; Freier 1976: 22.
95 Jones 2000: 87‒88 # 370, 372, 374; HL4: 89‒90. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 11, 18‒19, 35, 56; Helck 1954: 103; Freier 1976: 14‒15.
96 Wb III: 85.9‒10; Jones 2000: 730 # 2655, 2656; HL4: 973. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 19; Freier 1976: 14. See note 16.
97 A junior position, that of imy-xt Hmwt (pr-aA), can be held by the sons and grandsons of the GDC title holder; see 
below, 6b, and [9], Kinship; [11], Kinship. This means that the male descendants of the GDC title holders were 
systematically incorporated into their fathers’ sphere of activity.
98 Jones 2000: 262‒263 # 950; HL4: 125‒126. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 113‒114, 118; Freier 1976: 15; Strudwick 1985: 
217‒250; Krejči 2000; El-Khadragy 2005: 189; Bárta 2013a: 164‒169.
99 Strudwick 1985: 224 (quotation), 226. See also Maystre 1992 [1948]: 35.
100 Jones 2000: 644‒645 # 2360; HL4: 874. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 113.
101 Cervelló Autuori 2016: 29‒32.
102 Wb I: 81.9; Jones 2000: 10 # 39; HL4 135‒136. Helck 1954: 37, 118, n. 46; Strudwick 1985: 310‒312; Baud 1999: 239, 
265, 329; Cervelló Autuori 2016: 30‒31, with further references. A comprehensive study of this title is being carried 
out by Daniel González León in the context of his PhD research (Departament de Ciències de l’Antiguitat i de 
l’Edat Mitjana, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona).
103 Wb III: 328.15; Jones 2000: 695 # 2541; HL4 968‒969. Helck 1954: 52; Strudwick 1985: 315; Baud 1999: 295‒296; 
Cervelló Autuori 2016: 31, with further references.
xrp Hmwt (nbt), “director of (all) craftsmen”, 
which probably alludes to the expert direc-
tion of the work of craftsmen;96 the former 
is usually recorded in the titularies immedi-
ately after the title imy-rA pr Zkr, “overseer of 
the temple of Sokar”, and, like this, is proba-
bly of an administrative nature; the latter de-
notes a function probably acquired shortly 
before or at the same time as the GDC title.97 
The close link between these two titles and the 
GDC title is illustrated by the fact that, in the 
Niankhsekhmet stela (see above, 3), the great-
est directors of the craftsmen are called wrwy 
xrp(w) Hmwt wabt Hmwt, “the two GDC of the 
wabet and the craftsmen”. Exceptionally, two 
high priests ([9.d], [13.b]) held the important 
civil title  imy-rA kAt nb(t) nt nswt, 
“overseer of all works of the king”, which is, as 
is well known, a prerogative mainly of viziers 
and very high officials of the central adminis-
tration.98 As N. Strudwick states: “whether 
they gained this title by virtue of the tradition-
al relationship of the wr xrp Hmwt with crafts-
men or by some other means is unknown”.99 
A third high priest ([2.e]) and one of the two 
above ([9.h]) held the title,   
Hry-sStA n kAt nbt, “privy to the secret of all 
works”, which also implies a participation in 
the king’s architectural works, although from 
a somewhat lower rank.100 
 From this discussion about the titles of the 
Memphite high priests an important conclu-
sion can be drawn: the career of the Memph-
ite priests, in both the ritual and craft spheres, 
is highly specialized and “idiosyncratic”: they 
do not hold civil titles or participate in the ad-
ministration of the State and, with rare excep-
tions, they do not hold titles outside their spe-
cific cursus honorum. Conversely, many of their 
titles are unique to their status as (high) priests 
attached to the cults of Ptah and Sokar and 
are not held by officials of the State adminis-
tration or priests of other cults. There is only 
one exception to this rule: the enigmatic Ime-
phor Impy Nikauptah from Kom el-Khama-
seen (south-west Saqqara) (see above, 1, and 
[14]). As we have had occasion to point out 
elsewhere,101 Imephor’s documentation, al-
though fragmentary, indicates that he pos-
sessed some of the characteristic titles of the 
Memphite high priests of his time, but he also 
possessed other courtly or priestly titles, such 
as  imA-a, “gracious of arm”,102 and  
xrp iAwt nbwt nTrwt, “director of every divine of-
fice”,103 which they never held and would nev-
er hold later. It seems as if Imephor, exception-
Hm-nTr $ry-bAo=f, “priest of Kheribaqef”; and 
 .Hm-nTr #nty-mdft, “priest of Khen-
timedefet”.91 These titles appear only in the 
two most complete titularies we have, those 
of Ptahshepses I and Sabu Ibebi ( [2.b/c/d], 
[9.f/g]); they precede Sabu Tjety, which again 
emphasizes the status as supreme officiant of 
the Memphite cults of the GDC title holders of 
the Fifth and early Sixth Dynasties.92 
 As for the category of the titles related to 
the cult of Re, they are present only in the tit-
ularies of two high priests of the first period 
([2.c/d], [9.g]), always in relation to the solar 
temples of the kings of the Fifth Dynasty.93 Re-
garding the titles related to the funerary cult 
of the king, they also appear only in the titu-
laries of two high priests of the first period and 
the pyramids involved are only those of Unis 
and Teti ([9.c/d], [11.c/g]).94 It is noteworthy 
that these two couples of high priests are most 
likely linked by close family ties (Ptahshepses 
I and Sabu Ibebi; Sabu Ibebi and Ptahshep-
ses IV; see below, 6), and that all these titles 
disappear with the deep transformation of the 
Memphite pontificate that took place in the 
time of Sabu Tjety, in the second half of the 
Sixth Dynasty.
 Finally, two other common titles of the cate-
gory related to craftsmanship are: ., varr. 
., .  .imy-rA wabt (nt nswt) / 
wabt(y), “overseer of the wabet (of the king) / 
of the two wabets”, the wabet being, in this con-
text, the institution within which the craft ac-
tivity was carried out,95 and  or  
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109 Freier 1976: 11.
their chapels, are precisely Sabu Ibebi and 
Ptahshepses IV. These monuments give us 
abundant and very meaningful informa-
tion about their families ([9], Kinship; [11], 
Kinship). In Sabu Ibebi’s reliefs, five sons 
and two grandsons are depicted as offer-
ing bearers or statue pullers, and the only 
one of these sons labelled as “his beloved”, 
is also depicted as a ritualist. Among their 
names, there are two Ptahshepses (the rit-
ualist being one of them) and one Sabu, 
as well as two Shepespuptah (a theophor-
ic name embedding the name of Ptah). 
One of the latter is nicknamed Kem, “the 
Black”, as Sabu II, one of Ibebi’s predeces-
sors ([7]):107 does this nickname respond to 
an actual physical trait of some members 
of this lineage? In the chapel of Ptahshep-
ses IV, four sons are represented again as of-
fering bearers and the only one labelled as 
“his beloved”, also as a young official stand-
ing next to his father and touching his staff. 
Their names are: Sabu (the “beloved” son, 
most likely Sabu Tjety: [12]), Ptahshep-
ses (two of them), and Shepespuptah. In 
the reliefs of another of Sabu Ibebi’s pre-
decessors, Ptahshepses III ([8]), two sons 
are also depicted, again named Sabu and 
Ptahshepses. The concentration of the 
names Ptahshepses and Sabu in this fam-
ily is directly proportional to the concen-
tration of these names among the GDC ti-
tle holders and does not occur in any other 
family or in any other office, and this can-
not be a simple coincidence.
b) Most of these sons and grandsons hold the 
title  imy-xt Hmwt (pr-aA), “un-
der-supervisor of craftsmen (of the Great 
House)”,108 which clearly place them at 
the beginning or the middle of the career 
of craft management and craftsmen direc-
tion. It is true that this title, like the oth-
ers they also hold ([9], Kinship; [11], Kin-
ship), is not found in the titularies of the 
GDC title holders: neither the high priests 
bear the titles of their sons and grandsons 
(another meaningful one is Xry-Hbt, “lector 
priest”; see above, 4, and note 79) nor the 
sons and grandsons bear any of the titles 
of their illustrious elders. This means that, 
if some of the sons and grandsons depict-
ed in these reliefs were later high priests, 
they did not retain in their titularies the ti-
tles of the functions exercised before ac-
cess to the pontificate, perhaps because 
the new position was felt to be qualitative-
ly different and the earlier leg of the ca-
reer was taken for granted or not relevant. 
This also means that titles such as Xry-Hbt 
had different scopes depending on wheth-
er they were held (and performed) by the 
sons (before Sabu Tjety) or the parents, the 
high priests (after Sabu Tjety). E. Freier109 
wonders whether the high priests were cho-
sen from among several imy-xt Hmwt (pr-aA) 
or the career consisted of moving from imy-
xt Hmwt (pr-aA) to xrp Hmwt (nbt) and GDC, 
with only the last two titles present in the 
titularies of the high priests. With the avail-
able evidence, it is not possible to answer 
these questions. This is the main difficulty 
in relating all these characters, but it does 
not seem enough to rule out that they are 
all members of the same family and that the 
GDC title holders were chosen within this 
family, that is to say, that the pontifical of-
fice was a prerogative of a single lineage 
and was inherited within it. The opposite 
ally, had acted in two different fields—at the 
same time or successively—and this may have 
to do with the convulsive moment he had to 
live, in the transition from the Old Kingdom to 
the First Intermediate Period, when the fall of 
the Memphite State took place. Only new doc-
umentation, coming from excavations at Kom 
el-Khamaseen or from the antiquities market 
as a consequence of the looting of the site, will 
allow us to better understand his trajectory.
6 | Kinship and inheritance of the GDC 
office
 Having discussed the most important ti-
tles held by the Memphite high priests of the 
Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate Peri-
od and the important changes that took place 
in their titularies during that time, let us now 
move on to another important issue: how the 
high priests were appointed and what kind of 
relationships there were between them. In his 
monography on the high priests of Ptah, Ch. 
Maystre insists that the office of GDC was 
not inherited in the Old Kingdom: none of 
the high priests explicitly indicate their affil-
iation in their monuments (the only one who 
does is already dated to the end of the First 
Intermediate Period: [15]) and the fact that 
nine of the fifteen office holders are named 
Ptahshepses or Sabu is not proof enough; ac-
cording to him, the great closeness shown by 
some high priests to each other is not due to 
kinship, but to affectionate relations between 
colleagues.104 He gives the example of Sabu 
Ibebi and Ptahshepses IV, who share the same 
mastaba, in which they each built and deco-
rated their chapel ([9], [11]). He rightly ob-
serves that the former is depicted in his chap-
el as both a young and an old man, and that 
the reliefs show his sons and grandsons ([9], 
Kinship); on the contrary, the latter is always 
depicted in his chapel as a young man, accom-
panied by his wife and sons but not grandsons 
([11], Kinship). This probably means that Sabu 
was an old man and Ptahshepses was a young 
man when they built or finished decorating 
their double mastaba. Maystre himself un-
derlines that “Sabou-Ibebi a donné le nom de 
Ptahchepses à son fils préféré et Ptahchep ses 
IV celui de Sabou au sien”, but he concludes 
that it is not because they were father and son, 
but because there was an “entente profonde 
entre ces collègues”.105 Maystre’s view is very 
much conditioned by the weight he gives to the 
collegial nature of the Memphite pontificate; 
other scholars, who feel no incompatibility be-
tween kinship and the dual nature of the office, 
have suggested or even claimed the affiliation 
between Sabu Ibebi and Ptahshepses IV.106 
 Actually, different but converging facts 
strongly suggest that the Memphite pontificate 
was hereditary and that the office was in the 
hands of a single family during the Old King-
dom, at least to a large extent. Let us see them 
in detail.
a) The two best known Memphite high priests 
of the Old Kingdom, through the relative-
ly well-preserved inscriptions and reliefs of 
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means “the water dispenser”, “he who makes 
a libation with water”, “he who purifies with 
water”, clearly a name with a ritual mean-
ing115) ([10]). We have no information on 
the kinship of these characters, except for 
Ranefer’s wife, Khenut. Regarding the same 
Ranefer, however, his tomb is located among 
the tombs of most of the Old Kingdom GDC 
title holders, which could be an indication of 
family ties, as we are going to see.
d)  An important archaeological and sociolog-
ical fact, which in our opinion has not been 
given enough attention, is that eight (or nine) 
of the thirteen Memphite high priests of the 
Old Kingdom are buried in large mastabas a 
few meters away from each other located in 
the same cemetery northwest of the Step Pyr-
amid complex in Saqqara (fig. 1). This sector 
of the Saqqara necropolis, well defined in top-
ographical terms, mainly comprises tombs 
of GDC title holders, to which the tombs of 
some other individuals related to them must 
be added. The first of these individuals is 
Sabu, contemporary and probable relative 
of Ptahshepses I ([3], Monuments and docu-
ments, Kinship); if he is to be identified with 
Sabu I ([3]), as is likely, then he is also a GDC 
title holder and the total number of high 
priests buried here is nine. The other three 
are the official Ptahshepses, contemporary 
and probable relative of Ptahshepses I and/
or II ([6], Kinship); the lady Inti, most like-
ly to be identified with the wife of Ptahshep-
ses IV, of the same name ([11], Kinship); and 
the official Neferseshemptah (again a name 
embedding the name of Ptah), who bears 
the title imy-rA Hmwt wabt, “overseer of crafts-
men of the wabet”, and is generically dated to 
the Sixth Dynasty.116 All these individuals oc-
cupy twelve of the twenty-two tombs of the 
cemetery. These twelve tombs form the core 
of the cemetery, while the tombs of the rest 
of the individuals buried here (among them 
Kaaper, the Sheikh el-Beled, contemporary of 
Ptahshepses I117) are located mostly on the 
east and west ends (table 1, see fig. 1). Thus, 
everything seems to indicate that this is large-
ly a family cemetery, a cluster of mastabas of 
members of the same lineage and linked to 
the same sphere of activity.118 The only char-
acter in our prosopography who is not buried 
here and whose tomb is known is Imephor 
Impy Nikauptah from Kom el-Khamaseen 
([14]); for unknown reasons, perhaps relat-
ed to the times of political and institutional 
crisis he lived through, at the very end of the 
Old Kingdom and the beginning of the First 
Intermediate Period,119 he chose this seclud-
would mean that none of the family mem-
bers holding the mid-ranking craftsmanship 
title had acceded to the pontificate, which 
does not seem likely either: as we have seen, 
the names of the high priests and their off-
spring are always the same, and the offices, 
without being identical, belong to the same 
field (crafts and cult). This does not mean, 
however, that the position was automatical-
ly inherited: it follows from the texts that 
the election was a king’s prerogative, but it 
took place, for customary reasons, within 
the same lineage, undoubtedly an influen-
tial lineage of the Memphite area, which we 
have seen be closely linked to kingship. As E. 
Brovarski writes: “In all periods priestly of-
fices tended to become hereditary and seem 
frequently to have been vested in one fami-
ly for several generations, although the pow-
er of appointment seems to have rested with 
the sovereign”.110 
c) Let us get back to proper names. As stated, 
nine of the fifteen Memphite high priests are 
called Ptahshepses (five) or Sabu (four), and 
the last Ptahshepses (V) is also called Impy 
([13]), as well as his two successors, the last 
characters of our prosopography ([14], [15]). 
PtH-Spss, Ptahshepses, “Ptah is a noble”, is 
a theophoric name embedding the name of 
Ptah.111 %Abw, Sabu, with the root sAb which 
means [colorful], is, according to K. 
Scheele-Schweitzer, a nickname from name 
formations with sAb-; the sole name forma-
tion with sAb- embedding a theonym is the 
private name Sabuiptah (%Abwy-PtH), “how 
colorful is Ptah!”,112 which could be signif-
icant. Finally, Impy, Impy, is a fairly wide-
spread nickname in the second half of the 
Old Kingdom, still used during the First In-
termediate Period and the Middle Kingdom 
([15], Date); according to H. Ranke, it is re-
lated, as a nickname or a “beautiful name”, 
to theophoric names with the theonym Ptah, 
such as Ptahshepses or Nikauptah.113  In 
fact, the latter is the “great name” of the high 
priest Imephor Impy Nikauptah from Kom 
el-Khamaseen ([14]). As can be seen, most 
of the names of the Memphite high priests 
and their offspring are related to Ptah; this 
shows a privileged relationship with this spe-
cific god (see above, 4) and strengthens the 
perception of a lineage entirely dedicated to 
his service. For the last three individuals of 
our prosopography, those named Impy, it is 
completely impossible to suggest any kind 
of kinship (as, however, has been done114). 
As a mere hypothesis, it could be suggested 
that, at the end of the Old Kingdom and in 
the First Intermediate Period, the hypoco-
ristic Impy was adopted by the members of 
the Ptahshepses-Sabu lineage. The four re-
maining names of the high priests are: Nfr-
Dd-PtH, Neferdjedptah (another theophoric 
with the name of Ptah; see above, 3, below, 
7, and [1]); Ra-nfr, Ranefer (theophoric with 
the name of Re) ([4]); Nfr=f-Ra-anx(.w), Ne-
ferefreankh (theophoric with the name of 
king Neferefre) ([5]); and ZATw, Satju (which 
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ed cemetery to build his tomb (see above, 1, 
5). Another character, Neferefreankh, known 
from a false door of another individual, could 
be the Neferefreankh buried in a tomb locat-
ed east of the Step Pyramid complex, but 
the identification is problematic ([5], Mon-
uments and documents). Of the four GDC 
title holders not mentioned here or in table 
1, we do not know the tombs ([1], [10], [13], 
[15]).
e) In later periods of the history of Egypt, 
from the Middle Kingdom to Ptolema-
ic times, it was often the case, and even the 
rule, for the office of high priest of Ptah to 
be hereditary and passed down within the 
same family.120 
7 | Chronology and succession of the 
Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom 
and the First Intermediate Period
 On the basis of everything we have exposed 
so far and the data set out in the sections “Kin-
ship” and “Date” of the entries of our proso-
pography, let us present our proposal about 
the succession, relationship, and chronology of 
the high priests of Memphis in the Old King-
dom and the First Intermediate Period.121 
 Of the fifteen characters in our prosopog-
raphy, five are relatively well known to us 
due to the greater extent of the texts and re-
liefs recorded or recovered from their tombs 
(door lintels and jambs, false door stelae, 
Figure 1. Location of the tombs of most of the Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom and some of their probable relatives, 
in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid complex in Saqqara (source: PM III2: maps XLV and XLVI).
In red (printed version: dark grey): tombs of the GDC title holders: 48 ‒ Ptahshepses I [2]; 40 ‒ Ranefer [4]; 50 ‒ Ptahshepses 
II [6]; 44 ‒ Sabu Kem [7]; Ptahshepses ‒ Ptahshepses III [8]; 37/38 ‒ Sabu Ibebi [9] and Ptahshepses IV [11]; 47 ‒ Sabu Tjety 
[12].
In pink (printed version: light grey): tombs of some probable relatives of the GDC title holders: 39 ‒ Sabu (to be identified with 
the GDC title holder Sabu I?); 49 ‒ Ptahshepses; 43 ‒ Inti; 16 ‒ Neferseshemptah.
In white: 36 ‒ Kaaper.
.
Character Mariette 1889 (MM) PM MAP Nº
[2] Ptahshepses I C1 48
[4] Ranefer C5 40
[6] Ptahshepses II C9 50
[7] Sabu II Kem C23 44
[8] Ptahshepses III --- Ptahshepses
[9] Sabu III Ibebi E1/2 37-38
[11] Ptahshepses IV E1/2 37-38
[12] Sabu IV Tjety E3 47




Table 1. The Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom (roman type) and their probable and possible relatives (italics) buried in the 
cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid at Saqqara. The numbers in the third column are those on fig. 1.
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and wall reliefs and inscriptions). They are: 
Ptahshepses I ([2]), Ptahshepses II [6], 
Sabu III Ibebi ([9]), Ptahshepses IV ([11]), 
and Sabu IV Tjety ([12]). The inscriptions 
of Ptahshepses I, Sabu Ibebi, and Sabu Tje-
ty include biographies, well preserved in the 
case of the first two and unfortunately very 
fragmentary in the case of the latter, but all of 
them precious sources of information. As can 
be seen from table 2, in three cases texts al-
low us to date the characters with relative ac-
curacy. Other characters who can be well dat-
ed are Neferdjedptah (see above, 3, and [1]) 
and Sabu I ([3]), thanks to the archaeologi-
cal context of the inscriptions that mention 
them, as well as Neferefreankh (see above, 
6c, and [5]), since his name embeds the name 
of king Neferefre.
 As we have seen, nothing absolutely certain 
can be said about the family relationships be-
tween the different GDC title holders. How-
ever, the shape of the chapels and the lists of 
titles of Ptahshepses I and II suggest close 
proximity between them, and the same can 
be said for the lists of titles of Ptahshepses II 
and Sabu Ibebi. D. Wildung has suggested 
that Sabu Ibebi could be Ptahshepses I’s son, 
but this seems unlikely for chronological rea-
sons. Indeed, Ptahshepses I died during Ni-
userre’s reign and Sabu Ibebi held the office 
in the reigns of Unis and Teti. A gap of about 
50 years separates one moment from the oth-
er,122 in which Ptahshepses II, Sabu Kem, 
and Ptahshepses III (and Neferefreankh as 
well) could well have exercised their pontif-
icates, probably in pairs. These three charac-
ters are generically dated to the second half 
of the Fifth Dynasty, without being able to 
be more precise (as for the order we have as-
signed them, see below, a). Sabu Ibebi must 
then be seen not as a son, but as a grandson 
or, generically, a second-generation offspring 
of Ptahshepses I. On the other hand, Wil-
dung assumes that Ptahshepses IV is the son 
of Sabu Ibebi, and indeed all archaeological 
and epigraphic data seem to indicate it. The 
same goes for Ptahshepses IV and Sabu Tjety. 
Therefore, a relative succession Ptahshepses I 
– Ptahshepses II – Sabu Ibebi – Ptahshepses 
IV – Sabu Tjety can be reasonably proposed. 
With respect to the relationship between these 
characters and the sons and grandsons de-
picted and named in the tombs of Ptahsheps-
es III, Sabu Ibebi and Ptahshepses IV (see 
above, 6a), the available information is not 
clear enough to make sure identifications, ex-
cept for the zA=f mry=f imy-xt Hmwt %Abw de-
picted in the chapel of Ptahshepses IV, who 
can be safely identified with Sabu Tjety. Ac-
cording to N. Kanawati and M. El-Khadragy, 
the eldest son and heir of Sabu Ibebi (zA=f 
smsw), who had been depicted fivefold in the 
reliefs of his father’s tomb but whose figures 
and labels were then systematically chiseled 
out ([9], Kinship), could have succeeded his 
father and become involved in a conspiracy 
against Pepy I that would have led to his ex-
pulsion from office.123 
 If we now consider the titles of the GDC title 
holders (table 3), the following can be noted:
a)  As we have just seen, three high priests are 
generically dated to the second half of the 
TdE92018
GDC title holder Date Family relationship
[1] Neferdjedptah Reigns of Khasekhemuy and Netjerkhet
[2] Ptahshepses I First half of the Fifth  Dynasty, until Niuserre Ptahshepses II, Sabu Ibebi
[3] Sabu I Reign of Sahure
(if Sabu I and Sabu, the owner of 
tomb MM C16 at Saqqara, are the 
same individual:) Ptahshepses I
[4] Ranefer First half of the Fifth Dynasty
[5] Neferefreankh Mid-Fifth Dynasty (from the reign of Neferefre on)
[6] Ptahshepses II Second half of the Fifth Dynasty Ptahshepses I (father), Sabu Ibebi (son)
[7] Sabu II Kem Second half of the Fifth Dynasty
[8] Ptahshepses III Second half of the Fifth Dynasty
[9] Sabu III Ibebi Reigns of Unis and Teti
Ptahshepses I (forefather), 
Ptahshepses II (father), 
Ptahshepses IV (son)
[10] Satju Plausibly end of the Fifth Dynasty and/or beginning of the Sixth
[11] Ptahshepses IV Reigns of Teti and Pepy I Sabu Ibebi (father), Sabu Tjety (son)
[12] Sabu IV Tjety Mid- and late-Sixth Dynasty Ptahshepses IV (father)
[13] Ptahshepses V Impy I
Second half of the Sixth Dynasty 
or beginning of the First 
Intermediate Period
[14] Imephor Impy II Nikauptah
End of the Sixth Dynasty and/
or beginning of the First 
Intermediate Period
[15] Impy III Late First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom
Table 2. The list of the Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate Period, their sure (italics) or suggested 
(roman type) dates, and their almost certain (italics) or possible (roman type) family relationships.
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Fifth Dynasty: Ptahshepses II ([6]), Sabu 
Kem ([7]), and Ptahshepses III ([8]). The 
first, however, does not yet hold the title 
DbAty, “robing-priest”, which appears for 
the first time in the titularies of the oth-
er two (see above, 4, and [7], Date). Ac-
cording to this, Ptahshepses II must have 
been the first of the three to hold the of-
fice, while the actual order of succession 
of Sabu Kem and Ptahshepses III remains 
unknown, being the one we have adopted 
here, therefore, totally conventional.
b)  The only two high priests to hold the dou-
ble title Hm-nTr PtH Zkr, “priest of Ptah and 
Sokar”, are Satju ([10.b]) and Ptahshep-
ses IV ([11.f]); although Satju’s date is very 
uncertain,124 this most likely indicates 
proximity between the two, and this is the 
reason for the position we have assigned 
him.
c)  As we have seen, with Sabu Tjety some im-
portant titles disappear from the titular-
ies of the Memphite high priests and some 
others are incorporated. The former are: 
Hm-nTr PtH, “priest of Ptah”, Hm-nTr Zkr, 
“priest of Sokar”, Hm-nTr PtH Zkr, “priest 
of Ptah and Sokar” (which Ptahshepses IV 
uses for the last time125), and xrp sm(w), 
“director of sem-attendants”, titles that, in 
fact, no longer appear in the titularies of 
the last four characters of our prosopog-
raphy, the first three undoubtedly because 
the functions they were related to were de-
finitively linked to the GDC title. On the 
other hand, the new titles are the priest-
ly titles sm, “sem-priest”, and Xry-Hbt (Hry-
tp), “lector priest (in charge)”, and the sta-
tus titles HAty-a, “foremost”, and smr waty, 
“sole friend”. All this allows us to place 
Ptahshepses V ([13]: smr waty and Xry-
Hbt) and Imephor Impy Nikauptah ([14]: 
HAty-a, sm, and Xry-Hbt Hry-tp) after Sabu 
Tjety. Indeed, if Sabu Tjety is to be dat-
ed in the second half of the Sixth Dynas-
ty and the Memphite pontificate was held 
by only one person since the reform of 
the office that took place in his time, then 
these characters must be dated at the end 
of the Sixth Dynasty and/or the begin-
ning of the First Intermediate Period. The 
fact that Ptahshepses V still holds the ti-
tle n(y) hrw Hb, “belonging to the day of 
festival”, which disappears after him, and 
bears the title imy-rA kAt nbt nt nswt, “over-
seer of all works of the king”, suggests an 
earlier date for him than Imephor Impy 
Nikauptah. In turn, different archaeolog-
ical and epigraphic evidence suggests for 
the latter a somewhat later chronology, al-
ready at the very end of the Old Kingdom 
or, better, the beginning of the First In-
termediate Period (see above, 1, and [14], 
Date).126 
d)  The last character in the list, Impy III son 
of Ankhu ([15]), introduces another new 
status title: iry-pat, “member of the pat”, 
and the doublet iry-pat HAty-a, which plac-
es us already at the end of the First Inter-
mediate Period or even at the beginning of 
the Middle Kingdom. He is therefore the 
last character in our list and cannot be the 
son of Ptahshepses V, as D. Wildung and 
B.S. El-Sharkawy claim ([13], Kinship and 
Date, and [15], Kinship and Date).
 Let us make some final remarks. Firstly, noth-
ing can be said about the earliest attested GDC 
title holder, Neferdjedptah ([1]), except that he 














































































































































































iAw n Hwt PtH •
imA-a •
imy-rA wabt • • • •
imy-rA wabty •
imy-rA wabt nt nswt •
imy-rA pr Zkr • • • • •
imy-rA pr Zkr m swt nb(wt) •
imy-rA Hwwt Zkr m swt nb(w)t •
imy-rA st DfAw •
imr-rA kAt nb(t) nt nswt • •
imy-xt Hm(w)-nTr Nfr-swt-Wnis •
imy-xt Hm(w)-nTr +d-swt-&ti • •
iry-pat •
iry nfr-HAt m Xkr PtH •
wa m zH-nTr •
wab PtH • • • •
wr xrp(w) Hmwt • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy • • • • • •
wr xrp(w) Hmwt n Wnis •
mHnk nswt • ○ • • • • •
mHnk nswt m prwy •
mDAty (?) •
n(y) hrw Hb • ○ • • • • • • • •
HAty-a • • •
Hm-nTr Imy-xnt-wr • •
Hm-nTr PtH • • • • • • • •
Hm-nTr PtH Zkr • •
Hm-nTr MAat m swt (i)ptn • •
Hm-nTr Nfr-swt-Wnis •
Hm-nTr Ra m Nxn-Ra • •
Hm-nTr Ra m ^zpw-ib-Ra • •
Hm-nTr Ra-¡r-Axt(y) m %t-ib-Ra • •
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Ptah, which is not without significance con-
cerning the early connection of the hold-
ers of the title with this god. He lived at the 
time when large-scale stone building activi-
ty began in the Memphite necropolis (reign 
o f Khasekhemuy), which is probably the his-
torical context in which the GDC office and 
title appeared (see above, 3, 6c). Second-
ly, the only three known high priests who 
can be dated to the first half of the Fifth Dy-
nasty are Ptahshepses I ([2]), Sabu I ([3]), 
and Ranefer ([4]). If Sabu I is to be identi-
fied with the owner of tomb MM C16 in the 
cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid (see 
above, 6d), then the three high priests were 
buried a few meters away from each other, 
and Ptahshepses I and Sabu I were very prob-
ably close relatives ([3], Monuments and doc-
uments, Kinship). The three characters may 
well have been colleagues by pairs: given the 
long life and career of Ptahshepses I, he could 
share the office with Sabu I and Ranefer suc-
cessively (without being able to specify the 
order): could the “two greatest of the direc-
tors of craftsmen” mentioned in the tomb 
of Sahure’s physician Niankhsekhmet (see 
above, 3) have been one of these pairs? Final-
ly, two other GDC title holders before Sabu 
Tjety are neither called Ptahshepses nor Sabu 
and are not buried in the cemetery northwest 
of the Step Pyramid: Neferefreankh ([5], per-
haps buried in a tomb located east of the Step 
Pyramid) and Satju ([10], whose tomb is un-
known); maybe they were not members of 
the Ptahshepses/Sabu lineage and shared the 
collegiate office with a member of it. Anoth-
er high priest whose tomb is known but not 
located in the cemetery northwest of the Step 
Pyramid is Imephor Impy Nikauptah ([14]), 
buried at Kom el-Khamaseen, deep in the 
south Saqqara desert. Further investigation 
at the site will perhaps allow a better under-
standing of the character and the reason for 
his choice of this burial place.
Conclusions
 The office of GDC is first attested at the 
end of the Second Dynasty ([1]). Its emer-
gence seems to be related to the funerary 
building activity of the kings of that dynas-
ty in Saqqara, then the only necropolis of 
Memphis. From the first moment (Ptahshep-
ses I, [2]), the GDC title appears indissolu-
bly linked to other titles in the titularies of 
the GDC title holders, some of which clearly 
indicate that these dignitaries always com-
bined the tasks of directing craftsmanship 
and leading the worship of the Memphite 
gods Ptah and Sokar, which was due to the 
very cosmogonic and artisan nature of these 
gods. On the one hand, until the mid-Sixth 
Dynasty, the GCD title is systematically ac-
companied by the titles Hm-nTr PtH, “priest 
of Ptah”, and Hm-nTr Zkr, “priest of Sokar” 
(or Hm-nTr PtH Zkr, “priest of Ptah and 
Sokar”); on the other hand, this triplet of ti-
tles is usually accompanied by other titles 
and epithets that are exclusive to the high 
priests of Memphis of the Old Kingdom un-
til the end of the Sixth Dynasty, such as n(y) 
hrw Hb, “belonging to the day of festival”, 
DbAty, “robing-priest”, xrp sm(w) (nb(w)), 
“director of (all) sem-attendants”, and imy-
rA pr Zkr, “overseer of the temple of Sokar”. 
The exclusive allusion to the artisan aspects 
of the GDC in some early documents, such 
as the tomb of Debehen, the false door of 
Niankhsekhmet, and the relief depicting 
Sabu I ([3]) in a block from the causeway of 
Sahure’s pyramid complex at Abusir, is con-
junctural, since it is in their role as leaders 
of craftwork that these characters are men-
tioned or represented in these precise mon-
uments; in other words, it is the very nature 
of this particular documentation that pro-
duces the impression of a position with ex-
clusively civil (technological) functions. In 
parallel, as stated, the full titularies of the 
Hm-nTr ¡wt-¡r m swt (i)ptn •
Hm-nTr ¡wt-¡r m swt nb(wt) •
Hm-nTr #nty-iAwt=f • •
Hm-nTr #nty-mdft • •
Hm-nTr #nty-Tnnt • •
Hm-nTr $ry-bAo=f • •
Hm-nTr Zkr • • • • • • • •
Hm-nTr Zkr m prwy •
Hm-nTr Zkr m swt=f nb(wt) • •
Hm-nTr +d-Sps • •
Hry-sStA •
Hry-sStA n pr nTr=f •
Hry-sStA n nswt m s(w)t=f nb(wt) •
Hry-sStA n nTr=f • • • •
Hry-sStA n xtmt-nTr
Hry-sStA n kAt nbt • • •
Hry-tp Nxb •
xrp iAwt nbwt nTrwt •
xrp mHnkw nswt •
xrp Hwt THnt •
xrp Hmwt •
xrp Hmwt nb(t) • • • •
xrp sm(w) • • • • • •
xrp sm(w) nb(w) ○ •
xrp sm(w) Zkr •
xrp SnDwt nbt •
Xry-Hbt •
Xry-Hbt Hry-tp • •
sm • • •
smr waty • •
tpy-rdwy sm(w) Zkr •
DbAty • • • •
...wsxt (?) •
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]
Table 3. The titles held by the Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate Period (arranged in alphabetical 
order). 
○ = other titles held by Sabu I if this high priest and Sabu, the owner of tomb MM C16 at Saqqara, are the same individual.
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GDC title holders indicate the actual dual 
nature of the office. There is no opposition 
between civil and cultic functions, but be-
tween priestly-craft and priestly-ritual func-
tions: they are two sides of the same coin, 
because of the cosmogonic dimension of 
the artisan work according to the Egyptian 
mind.
 A different thing is what the precise extent 
of the meaning of the GDC title is in the ear-
liest times. The triplet ‘GDC + priest of Ptah 
+ priest of Sokar’ (eventually accompanied 
by the other titles exlusive to the GDC title 
holders) indicates that the office of the Mem-
phite high priest is not initially defined by a 
single title, but by at least three combined ti-
tles referring, the first one, to the artisan ac-
tivity, and the other two, to the ritual activi-
ty. This means that, in these earliest times, the 
GDC title alludes mainly to the craft func-
tions. Since Ptahshepses IV and Sabu Tje-
ty (mit- and late-Sixth Dynasty), however, 
all the abovementioned exclusive ritual ti-
tles of the Memphite high priests of the Old 
Kingdom have disappeared from their titu-
laries and the functions they were related to 
have definitively been linked to the GDC ti-
tle. It is from this moment on that the GDC 
title alone will designate the Memphite high 
priest in all his attributions, religious and 
civil.
 The dual spelling of the GDC title in the 
abovementioned inscriptions of Debehen 
and Niankhsekhmet, as well as in the biogra-
phy of Sabu Tjety where it last occurs, shows 
that in origin the office was probably exer-
cised by two people simultaneously. In any 
case, since the reform of the office that took 
place during the pontificate of the latter, this 
collegiate character ceased and the office was 
exercised by a single person.
 The fact that the names Ptahshepses and 
Sabu (and to a lesser extent, Impy) are repeat-
ed from generation to generation among the 
Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom 
and the First Intermediate Period and also 
among their sons and grandsons; the mean-
ing of these names and other names borne by 
the high priests and their relatives, which are 
almost always related in one way or another 
with the god Ptah; the titles held by the sons 
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ten associated with craftmanship; and the fact 
that eight (or nine) of the thirteen Memphite 
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their relatives are buried in the same cemetery 
northwest of the Step Pyramid complex; all 
suggests that, during the time period consid-
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prerogative of a single lineage and was inher-
ited within it.
 The critical review of the available docu-
mentation has allowed us to draw up an up-
dated list, a prosopography, and the chro-
nology (absolute or relative) of the known 
Memphite high priests of the Old Kingdom 
and the First Intermediate Period: fifteen 
characters—certainly not all those who held 
the office in those periods—are included in 
this prosopography, which is presented in the 
second part of this article.
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Prosopography
 Four lists of the high priests of Memphis during the Old Kingdom have been compiled so far, 
which do not always coincide with each other: Maystre 1992 [1948], Wildung 1977, Porter and 
Moss 1981 (PM III2), and El-Sharkawy 2008. In the section “Other lists” of the entries of this 
prosopography, they are referred to by superscript letters: M = Maystre, W = Wildung, PM = Porter 
and Moss, and S = El-Sharkawy.
 When compiling this prosopography, we decided to follow a restrictive criterion and we 
included only those individuals for whom the title of GDC is clearly attested. This is what led us 
to leave off the list some characters included in the lists compiled by Wildung (Nebu) and El-
Sharkawy (Imhotep, Khabausokar, Nebu, Nimaatre, and Iniankh) (see, for reasons, above, 3; and 
Maystre 1992 [1948]: 9‒10, 14‒15, 119; 1949: 84‒85), and to keep in it some characters not considered 
by Porter and Moss (Neferdjedptah, Ptahshepses V and Impy III). Regarding Sabu, contemporary 
of Ptahshepses I, included in the lists of Wildung and El-Sharkawy, see below, [2], Kinship; [3]).
 For each character, all the titles are listed in their precise order of appearance, since this order 
proves to be meaningful (see above, 4). When for a single character we have several documents, 
one or more inscriptions (or parts of them), which, together, contain all his titles, have been 
chosen. General epithets or phrases, such as   imAxw (xr), “revered (with)”,   
imy-ib n nb=f, “favourite of his lord”, or .  mrr(w) nb=f, “beloved of his lord”, are not 
recorded. On the contrary, the exclusive epithet of the Memphite high priests   (varr.   , 
 ) n(y) hrw Hb, “belonging to the day of festival”, which almost always follows the title 
  /   .wr xrp(w) Hmwt (m prwy), is recorded. Although, for clarity and unless otherwise 
indicated, we offer the titles separated by commas, they form continuous text sequences, 
from which only general epithets and proper names have been omitted. For transliteration 
and translation of titles, we essentially follow Jones 2000. For the abbreviations used, see the 
Bibliography; as in the rest of the article, the abbreviation GDC corresponds to “Greatest of the 
Directors of Craftsmen” (title).
 In relation to the sections “Monuments and documents”, “Kinship”, “Date”, and “Titles” of 
the different entries, see also tables 1, 2, and 3, and fig. 1 in the main text of the article.
[1] Neferdjedptah
 .(sic) Nfr-Dd-PtH (one single attestation)
Other lists: Mabsent; WNfr-Dd-PtH; PMabsent; SNfr-Dd-PtH.
Monuments and documents: ink inscription on a stone vase from the Step Pyramid, Lacau and 
Lauer 1965: 65 # 157, fig. 108; Kaplony 1963, I: 550; Kahl 2003: 234; 2004: 308. The name of Ptah 
embedded in the name of the character is written backwards, as in other attestations on vessels 
from the Step Pyramid (Lacau and Lauer 1965: 65, n. 2).
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Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Lacau and Lauer 1965: 65 # 157, fig. 108.
Kinship: no data.
Date: Khasekhemuy‒Netjerkhet (end of the Second ‒ beginning of the Third Dynasty). Wildung 
1977: 1258, “2./3. Dyn.”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 22, “Nineter (Second Dynasty) to Third Dynasty”. 
According to I. Regulski (2004; 2009: 227‒228; 2011: 706‒707), the ink inscriptions coming from 
the subterranean galleries of the Step Pyramid are to be dated to the end of the Second Dynasty 
and linked to the Sed festival of king Khasekhemuy; probably due to the death of the king, this 
festival would never have taken place and the vessels provided with the ink inscriptions would 
have been left in the royal stores until they were finally buried under the Step Pyramid.
Titles:   .wr xrp(w) Hmwt, GDC [+ name].
[2] Ptahshepses I
   .PtH-Spss
Other lists: MPtahchepses I; WPtH-Spss (I.); PMPtahshepses; SPtH-Spcc I.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 75‒76 # 164; Baud 1999: 452‒454 # 68, 532 # 170; Kloth 2002: 
15‒16 # 29.
Monuments and documents: great mastaba located in the cemetery northwest of the Step 
Pyramid at Saqqara, MM C1, H14; doorway lintel and inscribed stone niched wall including 
a false door (top missing) from the chapel of this mastaba (rear wall, to the west), now in the 
British Museum, BM 682; small fragment of the same wall, in the Oriental Institute Museum 
of Chicago, OIM 11048. Mariette 1889: 110‒114, C1; 451‒454, H14; PM III2: 464 # 48, 916 
[Ptahshepses], map XLVI D2, 48; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 105‒106; Dorman 2002. Probable 
representation of the character in the funerary temple of Sahure, Borchardt 1913: 122 # 4, pl. 54; 
PM III1: 327.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Doorway lintel, wall, and false door: De Rougé 1867: 
66‒73; 1877: pls. 79‒80; Mariette 1889: 112‒113, 451‒454; Breasted 1906: 117‒118 § 255‒262; Urk. 
I: 51‒53 # 32; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 226‒231 # 3‒4; James 1961: 17, pl. 17; Roccati 1982: 105‒107 # 
21; Dorman 2002: 100‒102, fig. 3; Strudwick 2005: 303‒305 # 226; Stauder-Porchet 2017: 85‒98. 
Temple of Sahure: Borchardt 1913: pl. 54 (only the name).
Kinship: related to the royal family by his marriage with Khamaat, “eldest daughter of the king” 
(sAt-nswt smswt #a-MAat; niched wall, right side, third column), this king being Shepseskaf or 
Userkaf. A Ptahshepses is represented next to a certain Sabu in a relief from the funerary temple 
of Sahure (Borchardt 1913: pl. 54). According to Borchardt (1913: 122), these two characters could 
have had family ties and could have shared the office of GDC, since most of the GDC title holders 
of the Old Kingdom have these two names and seem to belong to the same family. However, the 
.
.
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GDC title is not recorded in the inscriptions labelling these characters in the temple. Even so, the 
character labelled as Ptahshepses could be Ptahshepses I and the one labelled as Sabu could be 
Sabu I ([3]).
Date: first half of the Fifth Dynasty, until Niuserre. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 105‒106, “élevé parmi les 
enfants royaux (...) à la fin de la IVème dynastie (...) a été en fonction jusque sous Nyouserrê”; 
Freier 1976: 10, “an der Wende von der 4. zur 5. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, “Mykerinos‒
Niuserre”; PM III2: 916, “Neuserrēa”; Baer 1960: 76, “Neuserre”; Kloth 2002: 15, “5. Dyn.: 
Niuserre”; Strudwick 2005: 304, “early to middle fifth dynasty”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “5th 
Dynasty”; Roeten 2016: 118 (quantitative measure-based method for dating tombs), “Middle 5th 
Dynasty”. He was probably born under Menkaure, but he began his administrative career and he 
became a GDC at the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty. He died probably under Niuserre.
Titles: 
(a) [tomb doorway lintel, fourth line]  .,  .,  .,  .,  .,  ., . ., 
 .,  .,  .,  .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr, xrp 
sm(w), mHnk nswt, imy-rA pr Zkr, imy-rA wabt, xrp Hmwt, Hry-sStA n nTr=f, wab PtH; GDC in the Two 
Houses, belonging to the day of festival, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar, director of sem-attendants, 
intimate of the king, overseer of the temple of Sokar, overseer of the wabet, director of craftsmen, 
privy to the secrets of his god, wab-priest of Ptah.
(b) [false door stela, central niche]  .,  .,  .,  .,  .; wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, mHnk nswt, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-nTr #nty-iAwt=f, Hm-nTr Imy-xnt-wr; GDC in the 
Two Houses, intimate of the king, belonging to the day of festival, priest of Khentiautef, priest of 
Imikhentur.
(c) [false door stela, two-column right jamb] ., ., ., ., 
.,    / v,  .,  .,   .,  .; 
 Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr m swt=f nb(wt), Hm-nTr #nty-Tnnt, Hm-nTr +d-Sps, wr xrp(w) Hmwt m 
prwy, iAw n Hwt PtH / Hm-nTr Ra m Nxn-Ra, Hm-nTr Ra m ^zpw-ib-Ra, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, imy-rA 
wabt, imy-rA st DfAw; priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar in all his places, priest of Khentitjenenet, priest 
of Djedshepes, GDC in the Two Houses, elder one of the mansion of Ptah / priest of Re in Nek-
henre (sun-temple of Userkaf), priest of Re in Shezepuibre (sun-temple of Niuserre), GDC, over-
seer of the wabet, overseer of the place of provisions.
(d) [false door stela, two-column left jamb]  ., . ., . ., 
.,. .,.   /  .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .; 
 Hm-nTr Ra-¡r-Axt(y) m %t-ib-Ra, Hm-nTr ¡wt-¡r m swt (i)ptn, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb, Hry-sStA, 
xrp Hwt THnt / Hm-nTr MAat m swt (i)ptn, Hm-nTr $ry-bAo=f; Hm-nTr #nty-mdft, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, imy-
rA pr Zkr, xrp sm(w), xrp Hmwt nb(t); priest of Re-Horakhty in Setibre (sun-temple of Neferirkare); 
priest of Hathor in these places, GDC, belonging to the day of festival, one who is privy to the 
secret, director of the mansion of faience / priest of Maat in these places, priest of Kheribaqef, 
priest of Khentimedefet, GDC, overseer of the temple of Sokar, director of sem-attendants, 
director of all craftsmen.
(e) [another title: niched wall, left side, first column, inside the biographical text] 
 .Hry-sStA n kAt nbt, privy to the secret of all works.
[3] Sabu I
  .%Abw (one single attestation; however, see below)
Other lists: unknown to the compilers of the other lists; however, see below.
Monuments and documents: Inscribed relief on a limestone block (SC/South/2003/06) that was 
originally part of the lower course (above the dado) of the south wall of the causeway of Sahure’s 
pyramid complex at Abusir, El Awady 2009: 166‒184, figs. 82‒87, pl. 6. The main scene represents 
king Sahure celebrating the bringing of aned-trees from Punt. Sabu is depicted in a banquet scene, 
in a subsidiary register along with another character named Ptahwer (a theophoric name with the 
name of Ptah: PN I: 139 # 6; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 327 # 908), who holds the difficult to interpret 
title mDH gnwtyw/ostyw...(?), “overseer of sculptors/makers of stone vessels (?)”, in any case clearly 
associated with craftsmanship (Jones 2000: 469 # 1744; HL4: 1342; related to the title mDAty (?), see 
[6.b]). The subsidiary register immediately above is also reserved for craftsmen leaders: the mDH 
gnwtyw/ostyw m prwy Nb[-m-kA?], “overseer of sculptors in the Two Houses Neb[emka?]”, and the 
mDH gnwtyw/ostyw Nfr-Htp-PtH, “overseer of sculptors Neferhetepptah”, the two proper names not 
being recorded in Ranke’s PN or in Scheele-Schweitzer 2014. Sabu could be identified with the 
owner of another great mastaba located in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid at Saqqara 
(MM C16, Mariette 1889: 142‒147; PM III2: 461, map XLVI # 39; see fig. 1); in the few remaining 
inscriptions of this tomb the title GDC is not recorded, but other titles characteristic of Memphite 
high priests are, such as xrp sm(w) nb(w), “director of all sem-attendants”, mHnk nswt, “intimate of 
the king”, and probably [n(y) hrw] Hb, “belonging to the day of festival” (Mariette 1889: 144; see 
above, 4). This led Wildung (1977: 1258) and El-Sharkawy (2008: 23) to include the owner of the 
tomb C16 in their lists, albeit somewhat improperly in view of the absence of any attestation of the 
CDG title in the remaining inscriptions of this monument. If, as is likely, the Sabu from the Sahure 
causeway and the Sabu from tomb C16 are the same individual, then the matter is settled. He could 
be also the Sabu depicted in the funerary temple of Sahure (see [2], Kinship).
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): El Awady 2009: 177, pl. 6.
Kinship: very probably, a close relative of Ptahshepses I. The close relationship of the Sabu who 
owns tomb C16 with Ptahshepses I is clear from several pieces of evidence: the location of the tomb, 
just north of the latter’s (see above, 6d); the almost identical plan of these great mastabas and their 
chapels; and the fact that the fragmentary inscriptions of the tomb record a son of Sabu called 
Ptahshepses, as well as the names of Ptah and Sokar and the private name Nefertumy, “he who 
belongs to Nefertum” (PN I: 200 # 24; Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 487 # 2021), which clearly links 
the tomb’s owner to the Memphite gods. As we have seen, on the other hand, a Ptahshepses and 
a Sabu, who could be Ptahshepses I and Sabu I, are depicted together in the funerary temple of 
Sahure (see [2], Kinship).
Date: reign of Sahure.
Titles:   .wr xrp(w) Hmwt, GDC [+ name].
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[4] Ranefer
   Ra-nfr
Other lists: MRênefer; WRa-nfr; PMRaanūfer; SRa-nfr.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 99 # 304.
Monuments and documents: great mastaba located in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid 
at Saqqara, MM C5; two inscribed statues from this tomb kept in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, 
CGC 18 and 19. Mariette 1889: 121‒123, C5; Borchardt 1911: 19‒20 # 18‒19, pl. 5.18/19; Maystre 
1992 [1948]: 109‒111; PM III2: 461‒462 # 40, 916, map XLVI D2, 40.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Borchardt 1911: 19‒20 # 18‒19; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 233 # 9‒10.
Kinship: married to the iryt xt nswt #nwt, “king’s acquaintance Khenut”, known by a statue coming 
from his tomb and kept in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Borchardt 1911: 46‒47 # 53, pl. 14.53).
Date: first half of the Fifth Dynasty. Borchardt 1911: 19‒20, “Dyn. 5”; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 109, 
mid-Fifth Dynasty; Freier 1976: 10, “an der Wende von der 4. zur 5. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 
1258, “frühe 5. Dyn.”; PM III2: 917, “early Dyn. V”; Baer 1960: 99, “early V”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 
23, “early 5th Dynasty”.
Titles:
(a) [statue CGC 18, horizontal inscription] ., . ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb, mHnk 
nswt; GDC, belonging to the day of festival, intimate of the king [+ name].
(b) [statue CGC 18, three-column inscription] ., . ., .  / ., . ., .  / .; wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb, mHnk nswt / Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr, xrp sm(w) / imy-rA pr Zkr; GDC, be-
longing to the day of festival, intimate of the king / priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar, director of 
sem-attendants / overseer of the temple of Sokar [+ name].
(c) [statue CGC 19, three-column inscription] ., .  / ., .  / ., . .; wr xrp(w) 
Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb / Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr / xrp sm(w) nb(w), mHnk nswt; GDC, belonging to the 
day of festival [+ name] / priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar / director of all sem-attendants, intimate 
of the king [+ name].
[5] Neferefreankh
  Nfr=f-Ra-anx(.w) (one single attestation)
Other lists: MNeferef-rê-ankh; Wanx-Nfr.f-Ra; PM Raaneferefaankh; SNfr.f-Ra-anx(w).
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 91 # 259.
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Monuments and documents: false door stela belonging to the “director of the dining-hall, 
inspector of funerary-priests Senimen” (xrp zH, sHD Hm(w)-kA %n=i-mn(.w)), a gift from the GDC 
Neferefreankh, mentioned in it, CGC 1410. Borchardt 1937: 74‒75 # 1410; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
111; PM III2: 698 (Senimen). Baer (1960: 91) and El-Sharkawy (2005: 23) respectively claim and 
suggest that the GDC Neferefreankh is the same character as the namesake owner of the tomb 
MM D58 at Saqqara, east of the Step Pyramid (Mariette 1889: 335, D58), and the statue CGC 87, 
probably coming from it (Borchardt 1911: 69 # 87, pl. 19.87) (PM III2: 585, D58). However, the 
documented titles of both, although scarce, are very different and do not seem to support this 
identification or, in any case, do not allow for a conclusion.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Borchardt 1937: 74‒75 # 1410; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
232‒233 # 8.
Kinship: no data.
Date: mid-Fifth Dynasty. Borchardt 1937: 74, “Dyn. 5”; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 109, mid-Fifth 
Dynasty; Baer 1960, “Neferefre or later”; Freier 1976: 10, “wahrscheinlich (...) 5. Dynastie”; 
Wildung 1977: 1258, “Mitte 5. Dyn.”; PM III2: 917, “Raaneferef or later”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23 
(quotes the dates given by Wildung and PM). Neferefreankh is a basilophoric name embedding 
the name of king Neferefre, which is an accurate time indicator.
Titles: [Senimen’s stela] ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, imy-rA pr Zkr; GDC, overseer of the 
temple of Sokar [+ name].
[6] Ptahshepses II
 PtH-Spss
Other lists: MPtahchepses II; WPtH-Spss (III.); PMPtahshepses; SPtH-Spcc III.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 75‒76 # 164 (surprisingly, within the entry for Ptahshepses I).
Monuments and documents: great mastaba located in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid 
at Saqqara, MM C9, with a chapel very similar in shape and dimensions to that of Ptahshepses 
I; doorway lintel from this mastaba, now in the University of Aberdeen Museums (former 
University of Aberdeen Anthropological Museum), 1556, with a list of titles almost identical to 
that on the doorway lintel of the latter. Mariette 1889: 129‒130, C9; Reid 1912: 194‒195; Maystre 
1992 [1948]: 109; Baer 1960: 75; PM III2: 464‒465 # 50, 916 [Ptahshepses], map XLVI CD2, 
50. Two seated and headless statues of a Ptahshepses kept in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, 
CGC 93 and 368, most likely come from this tomb, although it has also been suggested that 
they might come from the tomb of Ptahshepses I: the titles inscribed on them match perfectly 
with the titularies of both. Borchardt 1911: 73 # 93, pl. 21.93; 193‒194 # 368 (undecided about 
.
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the owner); Maystre 1992 [1948]: 109 (undecided about the owner); El-Sharkawy 2005: 23 # 5 
(prefers Ptahshepses I). Something similar happens with a round door lintel also kept in the 
Egyptian Museum in Cairo, CGC 1701, of which it is also not known whether it came from the 
tomb of Ptahshepses I or Ptahshepses II (Borchardt 1964: 143 # 1701).
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Doorway lintel: Mariette 1889: 130; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
231 # 5. Statues: Borchardt 1911: 73 # 93; 194 # 368; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 231‒232 # 6‒7; Borchardt 
1964: 143 # 1701.
Kinship: no data. The shape of the chapel of his tomb, very similar to that of Ptahshepses I 
([2]), and the list of titles on the lintel of its doorway, almost identical to that of the latter and 
to Sabu Ibebi’s ([9]), suggest close proximity between these three characters, both familiar and 
chronological. A fourth character, also called Ptahshepses, seems closely linked to these three by 
his name and the location and structure of his mastaba, which lies in the same cemetery and has 
a plan almost identical to that of the mastabas of Ptahshepses I and II (MM C10; Mariette 1889: 
131‒132, C10; PM III2: 464 # 49, map XLVI CD2, 49; see fig. 1); he is not, however, a GDC, but a 
zAb sHD iryw mDAt, “juridicial inspector of archivists”, and a Hm-nTr Ra ¡wt-¡r, “priest of Re and 
Hathor”.
Date: second half of the Fifth Dynasty. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 109, mid-Fifth Dynasty; Freier 1976: 
10, “wahrscheinlich (...) 5. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, “6. Dyn.”; PM III2: 916, “probably 
middle Dyn. V”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “6th Dynasty”.
Titles:
(a) [tomb doorway lintel, fourth line] ., . ., . ., . ., . ., . ., . ., 
., . ., . ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr, 
xrp sm(w), mHnk nswt, imy-rA pr Zkr, imy-rA wabt, xrp Hmwt nbt, Hry-sStA n nTr=f, wab PtH; GDC in 
the Two Houses, belonging to the day of festival, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar, director of sem-
attendants, intimate of the king, overseer of the temple of Sokar, overseer of the wabet, director 
of all craftsmen, privy to the secrets of his god, wab-priest of Ptah.
(b) [statue CGC 93, two columns] ., . ., .  / ., .  (?) (1), . ., . .; wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt, mHnk nswt m prwy, Hm-nTr PtH / wr xrp(w) Hmwt, mDAty (?), n(y) hrw Hb, xrp 
sm(w) Zkr; GDC, intimate of the king in the Two Houses, priest of Ptah / GDC, the one who 
uses the spatula/chisel (?), belonging to the day of festival, director of the sem-attendants of 
Sokar. 
[(1) Wb II: 188.6/7; HL4: 580; Lacau and Lauer 1959: 19 # 141, pl. 25.141; Edwards 1971: 53; 
Freier 1976: 13; Jones 2000: 469 # 1744; El Awady 2009: 177.]
(c) [other titles or title variants: lintel CGC 1701, among others]. ., . ., . .; 
tpy-rdwy sm(w) Z[kr], Hry-sStA n pr nTr=f, wa m zH-nTr; he who is in front of the sem-attendants of 
Sokar, privy to the secrets of the temple of his god, unique one of the sanctuary.
(d) [another title: statue CGC 368, among others].   imy-rA wabt nt nswt, overseer 
of the wabet of the king.
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[7] Sabu II Kem
  %Abw Km
Other lists: MSabou-Kem; W%Abw-km; PMSabu-kem; S%Abw III km.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 121 # 420.
Monuments and documents: tomb located in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid at Saqqa-
ra, MM C23; false door stela from this tomb, fragments of which are now in the Egyptian Muse-
um in Cairo, JE 15046; inscribed statue of the tomb’s owner as a naked man, now in the Egyptian 
Museum in Cairo, CGC 143. Mariette 1889: 156‒157, C23; Borchardt 1911: 105 # 143, pl. 32.143; 
Maystre 1992 [1948]: 112; PM III2: 463 # 44, 916, map XLVI D2, 44.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Mariette 1889: 157; Borchardt 1911: 105 # 143; Maystre 
1992 [1948]: 234‒235 # 12‒13.
Kinship: no data. The nickname Kem, “the Black”, is also carried later by a son of Sabu Ibebi ([9], 
Kinship): if these characters have family ties, could it refer to a physical trait of some members of 
their lineage?
Date: second half of the Fifth Dynasty. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 111‒112, second half of the Fifth Dynasty; 
Freier 1976: 10, “wahrscheinlich (...) 5. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, “6. Dyn.”; Baer 1960: 121, “V”; 
PM III2: 916, “Dyn. V”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “6th Dynasty”. The title   DbAty, “robing-priest”, 
appears for the first time; it will be held by Ptahshepses III, Sabu Ibebi, and Ptahshepses IV.
Titles: 
(a) [false door stela] ., . ., . ., . ., . ., . ., . ., wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw 
Hb, DbAty, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr m prwy, xrp sm(w), mHnk nswt; GDC, belonging to the day of festi-
val, robing-priest, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar in the Two Houses, director of sem-attendants, inti-
mate of the king.
(b) [statue, one of two text columns] ., . ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr; 
GDC, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar [+ name].
[8] Ptahshepses III
 .PtH-Spss
Other lists: MPtahchepses III; Wabsent; PMPtahshepses I; SPtH-Spcc IV.
Monuments and documents: small tomb located in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid 
at Saqqara, south to the tombs of Sabu Ibebi and Ptahshepses IV (excavated but not recorded 
.
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306‒308 # 228; El-Khadragy 2005: 170‒189, figs. 1‒6 (edition used here, which corrects impor-
tant errors of previous editions regarding the layout of texts and reliefs); Stauder-Porchet 2017: 
241‒244.
Kinship: probably son (suggested by Wildung) or better second-generation offspring (see 
above, 7) of Ptahshepses I ([2]): the similar monuments and texts (niched wall/false door 
stelae with (auto-)biographies) and the same phraseology (Breasted 1906: 131; Dorman 2002: 
102‒106; Kloth 2002: 258‒259; Strudwick 2005: 306; Dulíková 2016: 37; Stauder-Porchet 
2017: 241‒244), as well as the exclusive mention of priestly offices related to ancient Memphite 
divinities (see above, 5) in those texts suggest close relationship between them, both familiar 
and chronological. An almost identical list of titles also closely links these two characters to 
Ptahshepses II ([6]). Almost certainly (sure, according to Wildung and El-Sharkawy) father 
of Ptahshepses IV. Maybe married to a noblewoman called Meritites (Mariette 1889: 386). 
Five sons and two grandsons are represented in the reliefs of his chapel as offering bearers or 
statue pullers, and the only son labelled as “his beloved”, also as a ritualist: zA=f mr=f Xry-Hbt 
zXA mDAt nTr PtH-Spss, “his beloved son, lector priest, scribe of the god’s book, Ptahshepses” 
(depicted twice); zA=f imy-xt Hmwt pr-aA %Abw, “his son, under-supervisor of craftsmen of the 
Great House, Sabu”; imy-xt pr-aA zA=f ¡m-Iwnw, “under-supervisor of the Great House, his 
son, Hemiunu”; zA=f imy-xt xnty(w)-S pr-aA ^ps-pw-PtH Km, “his son, under-supervisor of the 
khentiushe of the Great House, Shepespuptah Kem” ([7], Kinship); and zA=f ^ps-pw-PtH, “his 
son, Shepespuptah”; zA zA=f imy-xt Hmwt pr-aA PtH-Spss, “the son of his son, under-supervisor of 
craftsmen of the Great House, Ptahshepses”; zA zA=f #nw, “the son of his son Khenu”. According 
to Kanawati (2003: 135‒137) and El-Khadragy (2014: 180, 182‒183, 188, 191‒192, figs. 3‒6), Sabu 
had a sixth son depicted fivefold in the chapel but whose images and accompanying labels were 
systematically chiseled out; from the traces of these labels it can be deduced that he was Sabu’s 
eldest son (zA=f smsw [m]ry[=f]), he was a priest (Hm-nTr), and the name of Ptah was present in 
his titles (see above, 7, and note 123).
Date: reigns of Unis and Teti. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 113, end of the Fifth Dynasty‒Teti; Freier 1976: 
10‒11, “an die Wende von der 5. zur 6. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, “Teti”; Baer 1960: 121, “Teti 
(biography)”; PM III2: 916, “Teti”; Strudwick 1985: “Middle to late reign of Teti”; Kloth 2002: 
30, “6. Dyn.: Teti, nach eigener (auto-) biographischer Angabe”; Kanawati 2003: 135, “late Teti”; 
Strudwick 2005: 306, “time of Unas and Teti/Early sixth dynasty”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “reign 
of Wnjs (late 5th Dynasty) and &tj (early Sixth Dynasty) and possibly lived even later than that”; 
Roeten 2016: 118 (quantitative measure-based method for dating tombs), “a dating to the 6th 
dynasty seems unlikely” (referring only to the tomb).
Titles:
(a) [tomb doorway lintel, fourth line] ., ., ., ., ., ., ., 
.,. .,. .,. .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr 
Zkr, xrp sm(w), mHnk nswt, imy-rA pr Zkr, imy-rA wabt, xrp Hmwt nbt, Hry-sStA n nTr=f, wab PtH; GDC 
in the Two Houses, belonging to the day of festival, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar, director of sem-
attendants, intimate of the king, overseer of the temple of Sokar, overseer of the wabet, director of 
all craftsmen, privy to the secrets of his god, wab-priest of Ptah.
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by Mariette); false door stela in the tomb. Murray 1905: 24‒26, pls. 26‒27, 34 [Ptahshepses I]; 
Maystre 1992 [1948]: 111‒112; PM III2: 499, 917 [Ptahshepses I], map XLVI D2, Ptahshepses.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Murray 1905: pls. 26‒27; Sethe in Murray 1937: 21 # 23 
(titles); Maystre 1992 [1948]: 234 # 11.
Kinship: two sons are represented as offering bearers in a register of the fragmentary decoration 
of the chapel of his tomb (east wall): zA=f %Abw, “his son, Sabu”, and zA=f PtH-Spss, “his son, 
Ptahshepses” (Murray 1905: pl. 27) (see above, 6a). However, the register is incomplete; in front 
of the first of these figures is another identical fragmentary figure whose label is lost; and, unlike 
what happens with Sabu Ibebi and Ptahshepses IV, a zA=f mr(y)=f or his label does not appear in 
the preserved reliefs ([9], Kinship; [11], Kinship).
Date: second half of the Fifth Dynasty. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 111‒112, second half of the Fifth 
Dynasty; Freier 1976: 10‒11, “an die Wende von der 5. zur 6. Dynastie”; PM III2: 917, “Dyn. VI”; 
El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “6th Dynasty”.
Titles: [false door stela] ., . ., . ., . ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) [hrw] Hb, DbAty, 
Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr; GDC, belonging to the day of festival, robing-priest, priest of Ptah, priest 
of Sokar.
[9] Sabu III Ibebi
  %Abw rn=f nfr Ibbi
Other lists: MSabou-Ibebi; W%Abw-Jbbj; PMSabu (Ibebi); S%Abw II, he whose beautiful name is 
Jbbj.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 121 # 421; Strudwick 1985: 130 # 116; Kloth 2002: 30 # 64.
Monuments and documents: mastaba with two chapels (the one in the south belonging to Sabu 
Ibebi and the one in the north belonging to Ptahshepses IV) located in the cemetery northwest of 
the Step Pyramid at Saqqara, MM E1/2; limestone coating of the western, southern, and northern 
walls of the southern chapel of this mastaba, decorated with inscriptions and reliefs, now in the 
Egyptian Museum in Cairo: false door stela, CGC 1565 (western wall); wall monolithic slabs, 
CGC 1418, 1419 (southern, northern walls). Mariette 1889: 373‒388, E1/2; 412‒415 (labelled 
E12 instead of E1/2); Borchardt 1937: 91‒101 # 1418, 1419, pl. 21.1418/1419; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
113‒115; Borchardt 1964: 31‒34 # 1565, pl. 65.1565; PM III2: 460‒461 # 37‒38, 916, map XLVI D2, 
37‒38; El-Khadragy 2005.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Mariette 1889: 375, 380‒384, 412‒415; Breasted 1906: 
131‒133 § 282‒288; Urk. I: 81‒84 # 5; Borchardt 1937: 91‒101 # 1418, 1419; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
236‒244 # 16‒20; Borchardt 1964: 31‒34 # 1565; Roccati 1982: 173‒175 # 37; Strudwick 2005: 
. .
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(b) [tomb doorway, right jamb, outer side]   wr xrp(w) Hmwt n Wnis, GDC of Unis.
(c) [tomb doorway, right jamb, inner side; three columns of four] ., ., 
 / ., . ., .  / ., . .; imy-xt Hm(w)-nTr Nfr-swt-Wnis, wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt, DbAty / wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, n(y) hrw Hb, imy-rA pr Zkr / wr xrp(w) Hmwt, imy-rA 
Hwwt Zkr m swt nb(w)t; under-supervisor of priests of Nefer-sut-Unis (pyramid of Unis), GDC, 
robing-priest / GDC in the Two Houses, belonging to the day of festival, overseer of the temple 
of Sokar / GDC, overseer of the sanctuaries of Sokar in all places.
(d) [tomb doorway, left jamb, inner side; three columns of four]. .,. .,.  / 
 .,. .,. .,. .,.   /  .,. .,. .,. .; imy-xt Hm(w)-nTr +d-swt-
&ti, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb / wr xrp(w) Hmwt <m> prwy, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr 
Zkr, xrp sm(w) / xrp mHnkw nswt, imy-rA wabt, xrp Hmwt nbt, Hry-sStA; under-supervisor of priests 
of Djed-sut-Teti (pyramid of Teti), GDC, belonging to the day of festival / GDC in the Two 
Houses, belonging to the day of festival, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar, director of sem-attendants 
/ director of the intimates of the king, overseer of the wabet, director of all craftsmen, one who is 
privy to the secret.
(e) [false door stela, panel, left/right sides] .,. .,.   /  .,. .,. ., 
 .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb, imr-rA kAt nb(t) nt nswt / wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-
nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr; GDC, belonging to the day of festival, overseer of all works of the king [+ 
epithet + name] / GDC, belonging to the day of festival, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar [+ epithet 
+ name].
(f) [false door stela, three-column left inner jamb; two columns of three] ., ., 
., . ., .  ./.. ., . ., . .; wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb, Hm-nTr MAat m swt (i)ptn, Hm-nTr $ry-bAo=f; Hm-nTr #nty-mdf(t) / wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, Hm-nTr #nty-iAwt=f, Hm-nTr Imy-xnt-wr; GDC, belonging to the day of fes-
tival, priest of Maat in these places, priest of Kheribaqef, priest of Khentimedefet / GDC in the 
Two Houses, priest of Khentiautef, priest of Imikhentur.
(g) [false door stela, three-column right inner jamb] ., ., ., 
., . ., . ., .  / ., .  (1), .  / ., 
.,. .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr m swt=f nb(wt), 
Hm-nTr #nty-Tnnt, Hm-nTr +d-Sps, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb / wr xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr Ra m Nxn-
Ra, Hm-nTr Ra m ^zpw-ib-Ra / wr xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr Ra-¡r-Axt(y) m %t-ib-Ra, Hm-nTr ¡wt-¡r m swt 
nb(wt); GDC, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar in all his places, priest of Khentitjenenet, priest of 
Djedshepes, GDC, belonging to the day of festival / GDC, priest of Re in Nekhenre (sun-temple 
of Userkaf), priest of Re in Shezepuibre (sun-temple of Niuserre) / GDC, priest of Re-Horakhty 
in Setibre (sun-temple of Neferirkare); priest of Hathor in all places. 
[(1) In the original, the last round sign of this title and the first round sign of the next one, which 
follows immediately, are interchanged by scribal mistake; different interpretation: El-Khadragy 
2005: 177 n. 58.]
(h) [other titles: false door stela, left outer jamb, first and second column, inside the 
biographical text]   / .; Hry-sStA n kAt nbt / Hry-sStA n 
nswt m s(w)t=f nb(wt); privy to the secret of all works / privy to the secret of the king in all his 
cult-places.
[10] Satju
 /   ZATw
Other lists: MSetjou; W%TAw; PMSethu; S%TAw.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 120 # 417A.
Monuments and documents: group-statue of the character (seating) and his wife (kneeling on his 
right, in smaller proportions), once in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, CGC 190, and now in the 
Karanis Museum (Kom Aushim, El-Fayoum; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23 # 14); offering-stand, now 
in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, CGC 1300. Borchardt 1911: 130 # 190, pl. 40.190; Borchardt 
1937: 3 # 1300, pl. 1.1300; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 107‒108; PM III2: 698, 916. Borchardt (1911: 130) 
and Maystre (1992 [1948]: 107 n. 1) suggest, respectively, that the tombs MM B6 and MM B7, 
located in the cemetery north of the Step Pyramid at Saqqara (Mariette 1889: 97‒98, B6, B7), 
may have belonged to this Satju. However, this seems unlikely for two reasons: 1) the completely 
different titles recorded in the inscriptions on the statue and the offering-stand, on the one 
hand, and in the tombs, on the other; and 2) the discrepancy between the objects belonging 
to the GDC Satju and those found in the tombs (no objects come from tomb B6; from tomb 
B7 come two offering-stands, two little false door stelae, and a slab with reliefs, now in the 
Egyptian Museum in Cairo, but they belonged to a Satju with completely different titles from 
those of the GDC Satju: Borchardt 1937: 2 # 1298, 4 # 1301, 35‒36 # 1377/1378, 199‒200 # 1494; 
pls. 1.1298, 8.1377/1378, 43.1494; Baer 1960: 120 # 417). A stela now in the Museo Archeologico 
Nazionale di Napoli (MANN 1017) that represents a iry xt nswt ZATw, Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr, 
“king’s acquaintance Satju, priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar”, and his wife, the iryt xt nswt #ntyt-
k(A), “king’s acquaintance Khentitka”, could have belonged to this character, but the absence 
of the title of GDC in this document prevents confirmation (Hölbl 1985, 3‒5 # 1; Maystre 1992 
[1948]: 108).
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Borchardt 1911: 130 # 190; Borchardt 1937: 3 # 1300; May-
stre 1992 [1948]: 235‒236 # 14‒15.
Kinship: no data.
Date: plausibly end of the Fifth Dynasty and/or beginning of the Sixth. Borchardt 1911: 
130, “Dyn. 5”; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 108, “il aurait vécu au début de la Vème dynastie, soit 
antérieurement à Ptahchepses I soit en même temps, comme son collègue plus âgé”; Freier 1976: 
10, “wahrscheinlich (...) 5. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, “6. Dyn.”; PM III2: 916, “probably 
Dyn. V”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “6th Dynasty”. The unitary title  Hm-nTr PtH Zkr; “priest 
of Ptah and Sokar”, appears and alternates with the doublet   Hm-nTr PtH Hm-nTr Zkr, 
“priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar”. The same will happen with Ptahshepses IV and this suggests 
chronological proximity between the two (see above, 4, 7b).
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Date: reigns of Teti and Pepy I. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 115‒116, Unis‒Teti; Freier 1976: 11, “6. 
Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, “Teti‒Pepi I.”; Baer 1960: 77, “Teti‒Pepi I”; PM III2: 917, “Teti 
or later”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23, “&tj to Ppj I. (6th Dynasty)”. He was probably born under 
Djedkare-Isesi, but he made his priestly career and held the charge of GDC during the reigns of 
Teti and Pepy I.
Titles:
(a) [chapel, north and south walls]. .,.. .,.. .; 
among epithets: .,. .; m-xt Hm(w)-nTr +d-swt-&ti, Hm-nTr Nfr-swt-Wnis, Hry-sStA n xtmt-nTr, 
wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb; under-supervisor of the priests of (the pyramid) Djed-sut-Teti, priest 
of (the pyramid) Nefer-sut-Unis, privy to the secret of the god’s treasure, GDC, belonging to the 
day of festival.
(b) [false door stela, right outer jamb] . ., . ., . ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, 
mHnk nswt, wab PtH; imy-rA pr Zkr m swt=f nb(wt); GDC, intimate of the king, wab-priest of Ptah, 
overseer of the temple of Sokar in all his places.
(c) [false door stela, left outer jamb] .,. .,. .,. .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, 
imy-rA wabt, xrp Hmwt nbt, Hry-sStA n nTr=f; GDC, overseer of the wabet, director of all craftsmen, 
privy to the secrets of his god.
(d) [false door stela, lower lintel].   .m-xt Hm(w)-nTr +d-swt-&ti, under-supervisor 
of the priests of (the pyramid) Djed-sut-Teti.
(e) [false door stela, two-column right inner jamb].  +   /  .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt + DbAty 
/ xrp sm(w); GDC + robing-priest / director of sem-attendants.
(f) [false door stela, two-column left inner jamb]. .,.  ./ . .,. .; wr xrp(w) 
Hmwt m prwy, Hm-nTr PtH Zkr / wr xrp(w) Hmwt, n(y) hrw Hb; GDC in the Two Houses, priest of Ptah 
and Sokar / GDC, belonging to the day of festival.
(g) [other title: tomb doorway, lintel] Most of the titles on the stela, in an equivalent order, but 
 .Hm-nTr PtH Zkr, priest of Ptah and Sokar, is replaced by. .,.  .Hm-nTr PtH, Hm-nTr Zkr; 
priest of Ptah, priest of Sokar.
[12] Sabu IV Tjety
.,    %Abw, *ty
Other lists: MSabou-Tjeti; W%Abw-*tj; PMSabu (Thety); S%Abw IV (incorrectly added: “he whose 
beautiful name is *tj”, since the name Tjety is not recorded as a rn=f nfr).
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 121 # 422; Kloth 2002: 30‒31 # 65.
Monuments and documents: great mastaba located in the cemetery northwest of the Step 
Pyramid at Saqqara, MM E3; lower-right quarter of a false door stela from this mastaba, now 




(a) [statue, two-column inscription] ., .  / ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr PtH / wr 
xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr Zkr; GDC, priest of Ptah [+ name] / GDC, priest of Sokar [+ name].
(b) [offering-stand, one column inscription] ., . .; wr xrp(w) Hmwt, Hm-nTr PtH Zkr; 
GDC, priest of Ptah and Sokar [+ name].
[11] Ptahshepses IV
  .PtH-Spss
Other lists: MPtahchepses IV; WPtH-Spss (II.); PMPtahshepses [II]; SPtH-Spcc II.
Other prosopographies: Baer 1960: 76‒77 # 168.
Monuments and documents: mastaba with two chapels (the one in the north belonging to Ptahshepses 
and the one in the south belonging to Sabu III Ibebi) located in the cemetery northwest of the 
Step Pyramid at Saqqara, MM E1/2; doorway lintel, drum, and jamb from the southern chapel of 
this mastaba, now in the National Museums Liverpool‒World Museum, 55.67a/b. Mariette 1889: 
373‒388, E1/2; Murray 1905: 26‒28, pls. 28‒31, 35 [Ptahshepses II]; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 115‒116; 
PM III2: 460‒461 # 37‒38, 917 [Ptahshepses II], map XLVI D2, 37‒38. A character labelled as 
GDC is depicted in a limestone block from the funerary temple of Pepy I; the name has not been 
preserved, but given the chronology he could have been Ptahshepses IV or Sabu Tjety: Labrousse 
2019: 135‒136, fig. 89.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Mariette 1889: 377; Murray 1905: pls. 28‒31; Sethe in 
Murray 1937: 21‒23 # 24; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 244‒247 # 21‒25. Temple of Pepy I: Labrousse 
2019: 135 (only the title).
Kinship: almost certainly (sure, according to Wildung and El-Sharkawy) the son of Sabu III Ibebi. 
Married to the iryt xt nswt Hm(t)-nTr ¡wt-¡r Hm(t)-nTr Nt Inti, “king’s acquaintance, priestess of 
Neit, priestess of Hathor, Inti” (Murray 1905, pl. 31.1/2), in all probability the same Inti who 
owns a tomb located in the cemetery northwest of the Step Pyramid (MM C17, Mariette 1889: 
148; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 64‒65, 116‒118; PM III2: 463 # 43, map XLVI D2, 43). Four sons are 
represented in the reliefs of his chapel as offering bearers, and the only one labelled as “his 
beloved”, also as a young official standing next to his father and touching his staff: zA=f mry=f 
imy-xt Hmwt %Abw, “his beloved son, under-supervisor of craftsmen, Sabu”; zA=f imy-xt Hmwt 
PtH-Spss, “his son, under-supervisor of craftsmen, Ptahshepses”; zA=f xnty-S pr-aA PtH-Spss, “his 
son, khentishe of the Great House, Ptahshepses”; and zA=f ^ps-pw-PtH “his son, Shepespuptah” 
(Murray 1905, pls. 29, 30, 31.3). The first is in all likelihood Sabu Tjety, who would begin his career 
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[1948]: 116‒118; Borchardt 1964: 148 # 1709, 177‒178 # 1756, pl. 100.1756; PM III2: 463 # 47, 
917, map XLVI CD2, 47. In all probability, Sabu Tjety is the Tje(t)y recorded in the funerary 
temple of Pepy II as “sem-priest, director of every kilt (wardrobe), sealer of the king of Lower 
Egypt, keeper of the headdress, GDC” (Jecquier 1938: 60, pl. 74; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
249‒250). He is also probably the Tjety recorded as “GDC in the Two Houses” in the tomb of 
the noblewoman Inti at Saqqara, where the bottom end of a stela and other fragmentary 
inscriptions were found (Mariette 1889: 148, C17; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 64‒65, 116‒118, 250); 
since Inti is most likely his mother ([11], Kinship), it seems that she survived her husband and 
was buried by her son, already in the office of high priest. Finally, a character labelled as GDC 
in the funerary temple of Pepy I could also be Sabu Tjety (see [11], Monuments and documents, 
Inscriptions).
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Mariette 1889: 390 (with omission of the penultimate 
column on the right); Breasted 1906: 133 § 287‒288; Urk. I: 84‒85 # 6; Maystre 1992 [1948]: 
247‒250 # 26‒28; Borchardt 1964: 148 # 1709, 177‒178 # 1756; Freier 1976: 23‒24; Roccati 1982: 
175‒176 # 37; Strudwick 2005: 309 # 229; El-Khadragy 2005: 192. Temple of Pepy I: Labrousse 
2019: 135 (only the title).
Kinship: most likely, the son of Ptahshepses IV and the noblewoman Inti (see above and [11], 
Kinship).
Date: mid- and late-Sixth Dynasty. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 118, “première moitié de la VIème 
dynastie”; Baer 1960: 121: “Pepi I or later”; Freier 1976: 11, “6. Dynastie”; Wildung 1977: 1258, 
“Ende 6. Dyn.”; PM III2: 917, “Pepy II or later ‒ Rather than Pepy I, since the name appears in the 
Mortuary Temple of Pepy II”; Kloth 2002: 30, “6. Dyn.: Pepi I. bis Ende Altes Reich”; Strudwick 
2005: 309, “Reign of Pepy I or later”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 23‒24, “Ppj II and his successors (end 
of 6th Dynasty)”. The titulary of the high priests changes considerably: some hitherto significant 
titles disappear, some others appear, and the titulary is arranged in “reverse” order (see above, 4); 
the titularies of Ptahshepses V, Imephor Impy Nikauptah, and Impy son of Ankhu will respond 
to this very pattern.
Titles: 
(a) [false door stela, inner jamb, first column] ., . .,. .,. .,. .; HAty-a, Hry-tp Nxb, 
smr waty, imy-rA wabty, wr xrp(w) Hmwt; foremost, overlord of Nekheb, sole friend, overseer of 
the two wabets, GDC [+ epithet and name].
(b) [false door stela, inner jamb, second column] .,. .,. .; Xry-Hbt Hry-tp, smr 
waty, iry nfr-HAt m Xkr PtH; lector priest in charge, sole friend, keeper of the headdress in adorn-
ing (the statue of) Ptah.
(c) [false door stela, inner jamb, third column] .,. .,. .,. .,. .; sm, xrp 
SnDwt nbt, smr waty, wr xrp(w) Hmwt m prwy, n(y) hrw Hb; sem-priest, director of every kilt (ward-
robe), sole friend, GDC in the Two Houses, belonging to the day of festival.
[13] Ptahshepses V Impy I
.,.   PtH-Spss, Impy (one single attestation)
Other lists: MPtahchepses-Impy; WPtH-Spss-Impj; PMabsent from the list, but quoted on p. 730; SPtH-Spcc 
V (incorrectly added: “he whose beautiful name is Impy”, since the name Impy is not recorded as a rn=f 
nfr).
Other prosopographies: Strudwick 1985: 90‒91 # 53a.
Monuments and documents: Inscribed seated statue of unknown provenance (probably Saqqa-
ra) kept in the Musée du Louvre, A108. Maystre 1992 [1948]: 118; PM III2: 730; Vandier 1958: 65; 
Ziegler 1997: 120‒122 # 33.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Maystre 1992 [1948]: 250 # 29; Ziegler 1997: 121‒122, 302 # 33.
Kinship: no data. Wildung and El-Sharkawy suggest that Ptahshepses V could be the son of 
Impy III (which they call Ankhu and place in the position before him in their lists), but this 
seems unlikely for chronological reasons ([15], Date).
Date: second half of the Sixth Dynasty or beginning of the First Intermediate Period. Maystre 
1992 [1948]: 118, “vraisemblablement sous Pépi II”; Freier 1976: 11, “Zeit nach %Abw-*tj”; Wildung 
1977: 1259, “1. ZwZt”; PM III2: 730, “early Dyn. V”; Strudwick 1985: 91 “After the middle of 
the sixth dynasty”; Ziegler 1997: 120, “seconde moitié de la VIe dynastie, d’après le style [de la 
statue] et la titulature”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 24, “First Intermediate Period”.
Titles:
(a) [statue inscription, first column] ., . .,. .,. .; smr waty, Xry-Hbt, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, 
n(y) hrw Hb; sole friend, lector priest, GDC, belonging to the day of festival [+ first name].
(b) [statue inscription, second column] .,. .,. .; imy-rA kAt nbt nt nswt, smr 
waty, wr xrp(w) Hmwt; overseer of all works of the king, sole friend, GDC [+ second name].
[14] Imephor Impy II Nikauptah
 . Imp-¡r rn=f nfr Impy rn=f aA N(y)-kAw-PtH
Other lists: unknown to the compilers of the other lists.
Monuments and documents: looted and destroyed tomb in Kom el-Khamaseen, south-west 
Saqqara, currently only known from twenty-five limestone blocks or block fragments and five 
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granite fragments, at present stored in El-Mohemat magazine in Saqqara, twelve blocks or block 
fragments and ten statuettes tracked in the antiquities market since 2009 (some of these pieces 
have been returned to Egypt and are today kept in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo), and one 
weight purchased by Brugsch in Saqqara in 1881 and today in the Ägyptisches Museum Berlin 
(ÄM 8032). Brugsch 1891: 1451‒1452 # 82; PN I: 26 # 13 (name Impy on the aforementioned 
weight); Ägyptisches Museum Berlin 1967: 28 # 244; Cervelló Autuori 2007, 2016; Cervelló 
Autuori and Díaz de Cerio Juan 2009.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): [partially published] Cervelló Autuori 2007; 2016. All 
the blocks quoted below (Titles) are published in these articles. The blocks KKh01/1&3&9, 
KKh‒Bcn‒A/1 and KKh‒Bcn‒B/1 formed an incomplete wall with a long inscription of at least 
six lines more than 2 m long recording the names and titles of the character (see above, 1). The 
text is oriented left to right. The beginning of the lines is preserved, but not the end. The first line 
preserved was not the first of the original inscription, while the sixth line preserved was the last, 
because underneath it there is a wide uncarved space. In the preserved text, the names of the 
character are repeated several times (thirteen at least, always all three together judging by the 
preserved text); some titles are repeated three ( ., .) or two ( .) times, while some others 
appear only once ( .,. .,. .,. .,. ...  (?) ).
Kinship: no data; his beautiful name Impy could relate him to Ptahshepses V Impy I and Impy III.
Date: end of the Sixth Dynasty and/or beginning of the First Intermediate Period. Cervelló 
Autuori 2007: 81‒83. The title imA-a is followed (or accompanied) by the epithet.  .ir m 
awy=f, “(he) who acts with his two arms”, which is not documented for the Old Kingdom and 
the First Intermediate Period (absent from Jones 2000; only one reference in HL4: 184, but 
corresponding to a royal epithet in an inscription from the funerary temple of king Sahure 
at Abusir: Borchardt 1913, pl. 8). We are therefore facing one of the first attestations of this 
epithet, or rather, idiom, which in the Middle Kingdom would become more common (HL5: 
358‒359).
Titles: 
(a) [wall text, at the start of a line, introducing the main name Imp-¡r] ., .; HAty-a, sm; 
foremost, sem-priest (one/three occurrences).
(b) [wall text, at the start of a line, followed by a gap in the text]   wr xrp(w) Hmwt, GDC (two 
occurrences).
(c) [wall text, whithin the text] ., ., ., ., ., ...  (?) ; [wr xrp(w) 
Hmwt] m prwy, Xry-Hbt Hry-tp, wr xrp(w) Hmwt, imA-a, xrp iAwt nbwt nTrwt, ...wsxt (?); [GDC] in the 
Two Houses, lector priest in charge, GDC, gracious of arm, director of every divine office, ...of 
the usekhet (?) (all single occurrences, except for.  .two occurrences).
(d) [block KKh01/4, in absolute initial position of titulary, as a dative in the context of the 
offering formula]   .HAty-a, foremost [+ name] (one occurrence).
(e) [weight]   .sm, sem-priest [+ names].
[15] Impy III son of Ankhu
., .  (sic) Impy, sA-n-anxw (one single attestation)
Other lists: Mabsent; Wanxw; PMabsent; Sanx(.w).
Monuments and documents: Inscribed standing statuette with missing legs and feet of unknown 
origin (probably Saqqara), kept in the Musée du Louvre, E 17365. Vandier 1958: 230, 249, 264, 
pl. 78.2; Delange 1987: 180‒181; Bochi 1996: 229, 230 fig. 6 (caption exchanged with fig. 7); PM 
VIII1: 314 # 801-309-600.
Inscriptions (editions and/or translations): Delange 1987: 181.
Kinship: no data. Wildung and El-Sharkawy suggest that he could be the father of Ptahshepses V 
Impy I, but this seems unlikely for chronological reasons (see [13] and below).
Date: late First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom. Wildung 1977: 1259, “1. ZwZt” 
[anxw]; Delange 1987: 181, “Sans pouvoir trancher, nous laissons donc l’alternative de la datation: 
début du Moyen Empire ou Deuxième Période Intermédiaire”; Bochi 1996: 229, “based on 
the particular style (...) an Eleventh Dynasty date might seem more possible than a Thirteenth 
Dynasty date” ; PM VIII1: 314, “First Intermediate Period”; El-Sharkawy 2008: 24, “First 
Intermediate Period” [anx(.w)]. Despite Delange’s hesitation, one factor seems to be decisive for 
a dating in the first of the two periods between which she doubts: according to Ranke (PN I: 
26 # 13; see also Scheele-Schweitzer 2014: 237 # 295), the name Impy is mainly used in the Old 
Kingdom and residually in the Middle Kingdom, while there is no attestation dated after the 
Middle Kingdom. On the other hand, in Impy’s statue, the spelling of the name is identical to 
the short variant of the same name in Imephor Impy Nikauptah’s documents ( ., for example, 
in Berlin’s weight: [14]). As for a post-Imephor dating, the titulary of Impy III starts with the 
couple of titles iry-pat HAty-a (see above, 7d), which is a feature of the titularies of the GDC title 
holders in the Middle Kingdom (Maystre 1992 [1948]: 72, 251‒253); since the titulary of Imephor 
can begin with the title HAty-a but not with the couple iry-pat HAty-a, he must have preceded Impy 
III in the charge. Impy III is, in any case, absent from Fischer’s list of the Memphite high priests 
of the Twelfth Dynasty (Fischer 1976: 63‒66).
Titles:
(a) [statuette back pillar] .,. .,. .,. .; iry-pat, HAty-a, sm, wr xrp(w) Hmwt; member of the 
pat, foremost, sem-priest, GDC [+ affiliation].
(b) [statuette left breast]   sm, sem-priest [+ name].
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